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PURPOSE:

The purpose of the focus group sessions was to identify
significant perceptions about Spain from Los Angeles residents
who traveled to Spain and other foreign destinations.
In
particular, the discussions focused on the image of Spain as a
vacation destination, their experiences there, motivation to
travel to Spain, and exposure to promotion in the Los Angeles
area.
The methodology used was to start each discussion by introducing
broad issues of vacation travel, traveling to foreign
destinations, and incrementally narrow down to a full discussion
about Spain as a vacation destination.
GROUPS' CHARACTERISTICS:

Two focus groups were held in Los Angeles on February 21 and 22,
1990. Each of the groups consisted of 10-12 participants
representing different age groups and an array of ethnic,
educational, occupational, and economic backgrounds. The groups
also consisted of almost equal representation of males and
females.
All focus group members had visited a large number of foreign
destinations in the past five years including Spain.
PERCEPTION OF TRAVEL:

Respondents were probed to share their travel experiences, and
were asked "what comes to the top of their mind when thinking
about vacation travel."
The following themes were raised:
1. Convenience of travel: in terms of scheduling flights,
connections, hotel arrangements etc.
2. Price of travel.
3.

Destination choice: "which part of the world shall I go?"

4. Type of vacation:

(cruise, sightseeing etc.")

s. Mode of transportation (to and at the destination)
6.

Relaxation:

(" ... taking it easy ... ")

7. Satisfaction of special interests:
climate ... ")
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(" ... culture, food,

8. Seasonality.
9. New Experiences: (" ... exciting new things ... different
countries ... different cultures ... ")

10. Appreciation for the

u.s:

" ... You appreciate the things you have in
America ... in a lot of countries they are
either poor or very wealthy ... they pay
taxes on closets ... "
11. Food: " ... food is very important ... bus tours always offer
American food ... they don't take you to native restaurants ... ")

PACKAGE TOURS VERSUS INDIVIDUAL TRAVEL:

The discussion referred to the choice between package tours
versus individual travel. As in other groups, the participants
raised pro and cons of both travel arrangements.
One participant summarized the benefits of a package tour:
" ... to some people, package tours are
practical ... because of physical
limitations, language etc ... to some
destinations like the Soviet Union or
China - you have to take a package
tour ... "
Some participants, however, said that they enjoy going on
"unstructured" vacations where "no prior reservations are made."
Some added that traveling individually was more challenging and
interesting.
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THE DECISION MAKING PROCESS TO CHOOSE A PARTICULAR DESTINATION:
1. Family obligations: " ... we went to Hawaii because it's a good
place to take the boys ... " or "we went to London because my
daughter married an English boy ... "
2. Look for Heritage and family roots: " ... we went to Israel to
see the bible places ... " or " ... my parents came from Russia ... !
wanted to visit their place of birth ... "
3. Special events like sporting events, festivals etc. (New
Orleans for the Mardi Gras, Paris for the Bastille Day.)
4. Personal interests: ('' ... I went to Salzburg for the music ... to
Paris for the arts ... Italy for the pasta and the men ... ")

s. curiosity satisfaction:
because I was curious ... ")

(" ... I went to Yugoslavia and Hungary

6. Shopping: " ... I bought a lot of jewelry and art work ... "
7. Educational upbringing: " ... I went to France because I studied
French in high school ... ! was amazed how they went out of their
way ... "
IMAGE OF SPAIN AS A VACATION DESTINATION:

The Decision Making Process to Choose Spain as a Destination:
Respondents were probed to share their reason for choosing Spain
as a vacation destination. They went to Spain because of the
following main reasons:
1.Interest in the Spanish culture: Some participants said that
they were fascinated by the art, heritage and literature that was
associated with Spain (" ... I read Iberia (Spanish Travel and
Reflections)by James Michener ... " or " ... You can follow
Hemingway's path ... ")
2. Perception that Spain is an inexpensive destination: (" ... it
used to be a reasonable country to visit ... not any more ... they
are catching up with the rest of Europe ... ")
3. Friends and relatives in Spain:

" ... It was an opportunity to go to Europe
for the first time ... we knew people who
lived there and they spoke the
language ... "
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Attractions Visited in Spain:
Some participants were impressed with the rich history and local
architecture: (" ... History is there ... they have the most
beautiful buildings I have ever seen ... we don't have those in the
U.S ••• ")

Among specific destinations in Spain the participants mentioned:
Madrid, Barcelona (Gaudi edifices, amusement park and the zoo),
Segovia (the equdoc and the cathedral), Toledo, Cordoba (ancient
synagogue), Seville, Salamanca (the university), the Spanish
islands of Ibiza and Majorca, and Toledo.
Local People and customs:
Spaniards were perceived to be "friendly, hospitable, and
relaxed."
Some participants said that they had enjoyed "blending" with the
locals:
" ... we went to see the fountains in
Barcelona ... all the Spanish families were
outside ... it was very crowded ... we went
to eat where the natives ate and it was
delicious ... "
Some participants perceived Spaniards to be "rude," especially
shop-keepers and street merchants.
Some participants could not get used to the different lifestyle
which was different than the American lifestyle:
" ... we couldn't find any place to do the
laundry ... it was always a huge
ordeal ... finding a place to stay was
extremely difficult ... one place had one
shower for ten rooms ... "
Some participants said that they liked the siestas and late
dinners. Others didn't like it because they had to wait for an
attraction or a restaurant to be opened.
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One participant commented about the physical contact that is
popular in Spain:
" ... Kisses are popular ... everybody kisses
- otherwise they would be
insulted ... there is so much contact
between people ... there is no contact
between people in America ... "
One male participant added:
" ... Spanish girls were interested in us
but we weren't introduced formally ... the
contact is only through introduction .. .
it puts up a little barrier ... Americans
tend to be open minded ... a proper Spanish
girl wouldn't talk to you without an
introduction ... "
Some justified the "cultural difference" in the fact that there
aren't many Spaniards who immigrated to the U.S., and
consequently, Americans are not used to their customs.
Transportation:
The Spanish trains were perceived to be "extremely slow."
participants acknowledged that the Spanish rail system is
different than the European system. This was found to be
inconvenient:

Some

" ... they have a different gauge ... you
have to stop in the middle of the night
and get on a different train at the
border ... no one tells you about this ... "
Some mentioned that the bus system "has improved." One
participant complained about the lack of public transportation
from Malaga airport to the Costa del Sol resort towns like
Marbella and Puerto Banus.
Language:
Some participants encountered language problems in Spain:
" ... Nobody seemed to Speak English ... we
went to a so-called Americanized
department store in Madrid ... we wanted to
buy some things but not even one
individual in the whole store spoke
English ... how can Spain invite tourists? ... "
6

Some participants said that they had not expected Spaniards to
speak English and that they saw the language barrier as a
challenge (" ... you learn a few words that are essential ... ")
Others shared their experiences and said that "a big smile can
get you a long way," and that when they tried to speak Spanish,
the locals appeared to appreciate it.
Food and Beverage:
Some participants complained about the food:
" ... we were led to believe that the food
was famous for its quality ... we were
taken to an exclusive place and the food
was terrible ... no side vegetables ... "
It appeared that some of the food was foreign to the American
visitors: " ... they brought me a leg of lamb with a hoof ... ")
One participant thought that Spanish food was similar to Mexican
food until he realized this in Spain:
" ... I expected Spanish food to be like
Mexican food ... a lot more spicy ... but it
was very greasy and bland ... I am not used
to it ... I am from California ... "
Some participants said that the food in the South of Spain was
better because they "catered to the tourists." Others had good
comments about the Spanish tapas, Gazpacho, Spanish tortillas,
and paella. One participant was very impressed with Madrid's
"Los Mesonas:" "three hundred years old caves full of Sangria,
wines, and tortillas."
Participants who were on a tour mentioned that they "had been
warned about the water." and that many people in their tour were
ill because of drinking water.
Accommodation Facilities:
The accommodation facilities were perceived to be different from
the accommodation standards in the U.S:
" ... The rooms were small compared to what
we are used to ... some places were filthy
and we were glad to get up and leave the
following morning ... "
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Some participants were concerned whether Spain was geared to
accommodate the 1992 Olympic Games guests.
Some acknowledged the national Paradores which were perceived to
be a good option of accommodation:
" ... Franco started those Paradores ... they
are magnificent ... absolutely
superb ... they are clean ... five-star all
the way ... they have maintained all the
history that is there ... suits of
armor ... magnificent fixtures and
furniture ... they are not expensive ... they
run about $95 a night ... "
Some participants shared their experience with local pensions.
"Spanish Disorganization":
One young participant shared her first experience across the
Spanish border:
" ... we arrived in Spain by train from
France ... we crossed the Pyrenees at about
5 A.M ... we were 200 students ... the next
train wasn't until 7:30 A.M ... the
conductor told us we couldn't use the
Eurailpass ... we had to pay extra ... "
Some participants said that they realized that Spain is a
"different" destination and accepted it:
" ... Spain is a 'take me as I am'
country ... Spain is rural ... they are
separated from Europe ... they are trying
to keep their identity ... it's not like
England or France ... "
Comparison of Spain to other European Countries:
Spain was perceived to be lagging behind Western European
countries. One participant explained:
" ... In Germany they have the greatest
farm machinery ... In Spain they rake the
fields that are covered with
stones ... they use oxen ... "
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Value for Money:
Some participants said that Spain's recent prices were high:
" ... we didn't find it very
economical .. how can local people buy in
the Cortes Ingles with their lower
wages? ... "
The "New Spain:"
Some participants were concerned with the impact of the 1992
Olympic games:
" ... people in Spain are scared ... their
lifestyle is going to change ... there will
be fewer siestas ... more rudeness because
of the cultural tilt with the foreign
tourists ... "
Shopping:
Some female participants mentioned that Spanish shoes were nhot
items" on their shopping list.
Some mentioned that Spanish shopping has become more "universal"
and expensive:
" ... In the Cortes Ingles everything is
imported from England or France ... Spain
has become a twentieth century
community ... their leather and embroidery
is very expensive ... they turn back on
their own goods ... they prefer imported
stuff ... "
Weather:
Participants who spent the summer in the South of Spain
complained about the hot weather.
Some complained about the inadequate air conditioned facilities:
" ... the air conditioning on the bus would
not keep up with the heat ... in one hotel
I had to change my room three times
because the air conditioner did not
work ... "
Some participants said that they had never planned a vacation
"around climate."
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Safety:
Some participant perceived Spain to have some terrorist
activities:
" ... In 1967 the U.S. didn't send any
tourists to Spain because of
terrorism ... I was at the British Airways
counter in Rome where people were
blown ... I saw guys with big machine guns
everywhere ... "
With regard to petty crime, some participants mentioned that
their guide constantly warned them against theft.
Consequently
they were "put off throughout the trip and could not relax ... "
Traveling to Spain from Los Angeles:
The participants were quite knowledgeable about traveling options
from Los Angeles to Spain. They were aware that TWA, Pan Am and
Iberia offered direct (or connecting) services to Madrid.
Some
also mentioned American Airlines service through Dallas.
Iberia Airlines:
Some participants were disappointed with Iberia Airlines:
" ... I'd rather change in New York than fly
twelve hours with Iberia ... I am a
vegetarian and made special meal
arrangements with Iberia ... the food
wasn't there ... they couldn't care ... they
also put me in a smoking section ... "
One participant mentioned that "Iberia Airlines was no better or
worse than any other airline ... ")
BARRIERS TO TRAVEL TO SPAIN:

1. The connotation of Spanish people with Latins:
" ... There are negative attitudes about
Spanish speaking people ... people from El
Salvador, Guatemala ... this is a reality
here in Los Angeles ... if you speak
Spanish you are a second class
citizen ... people may say why bother with
Spain ... Spanish class is second class."
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2. The declining popularity of Europe:

" ... You don't see too much international
travel ads ... people cooled off because of
terrorism ... you hear about more attempts
in Europe ... many people say: I'd rather
not go this year to Europe ... "
3. Media's bias (especially Latin):

" ... Spanish speaking media always mix
Spain and South America ... they never
distinguish between the two ... "
4. The perception that Spain is an expensive destination:

" ... It's more expensive now ... it used to
be cheap ... in the 1970s we paid $6 a
night for a suite ... the EEC affect their
prices now ... "

s. Lack or knowledge or ignorance:
11
• • • A lot of Americans
like to travel to
resort areas ... they don't know about the
Costa del Sol ... the Canary Islands ...
There is nothing about Spain in our
media ... "

EXPOSURE TO INFORMATION ABOUT SPAIN:

A small proportion of the participants were exposed to promotion
about Spain.
Some participants were exposed to a few ads in Newspapers and
magazines. One participant said that he might have heard radio
advertising about Spain.
One participant recalled seeing a cable TV program (Channel 18 the "International Channel") about real estate in Marbella.
Other documentary programs were recalled on both network and
cable stations, especially with reference to their upcoming
Olympic games.
It appeared that many participants were concerned with lack of
information about Spain. Some even thought that the Spanish
government may not be interested in developing tourism from the
U.S. because "Spain's tourism is already established."
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SUGGESTIONS FOR IMPROVING SPAIN'S PROMOTION IN THE LOS ANGELES
AREA:

Identification of Promotional themes:
One group was debating which Spanish features should be promoted.
Some said that "Spain hasn't got an identity for itself," and
consequently, the promotional campaign would be difficult.
The beaches were discounted because "there are beaches
everywhere ... it's the Hawaiian campaign ... " Some added that the
U.S. has a similar problem: " ... with the exception of cowboys
there is nothing unique in the U.S ... "
The Flamenco and bull fights were repeated constantly as
"identity" themes. Other suggested to develop promotion campaigns
around art, history, the good weather, nightlife, and "romance."
Others suggested to feature the Spanish architecture, the
Paradores, and specific locations like Granada or Segovia.
Some suggested, as did those in other focus groups, to
include a celebrity in the promotion like Paul Hogan.
Some
suggested featuring Julio Iglesias.
Some mentioned the importance of word of mouth advertising:
" ... the best way to promote Spain is
through other people's experiences ... I
recommended Spain to about 100 people ... "
As in other groups, the bargain concept was perceived to be
important (" ... tell us that Spain is a better bargain than London
and France ... ")
Some suggested to promote the "Spanish Riviera" of the Costa del
Sol. They justified it by the attractiveness of the French
Riviera to the American market.
Some suggested to feature in the campaign the difference between
Spain and Latin America.
Another suggestion was made with regard to the promotion of
Spain as a diverse destination: " ... show that each region is
different ... tell people they can experience different
environments ... "
Some suggested to make some associations with California,
especially with names of some locations of the State: (" ... tell
people that the original names of the Sierra Nevada or Andalucia
Street in Los Angeles is in Spain ... "). Some suggested to
feature the comfortable Spanish weather which was perceived to be
similar to the weather of Southern California.
12

Some suggested to inform Los Angeles residents that they could
drive in Spain (" ... this is important in Los Angeles ... ")
Other suggestions included the Royal Spanish family (" ... many
people don't know about the king ... ")
Public Relations:
The role of the media was perceived to be important: (" ... the
media has an important role in building a motivation about the
country ... ")
Advertising:
1. TV advertising:
The TV ads should include multiple pictures of various tourists
attractions around Spain. Some suggested to limit the number of
spots because "too many are confusing."
Some suggested not to feature busy streets since they are
abundant in the Los Angeles area.
WHY RESIDENTS OF THE LAS ANGELES AREA ARE MORE MOTIVATED TO GO TO
SPAIN?

The participants were informed with findings of previous studies
that indicated that residents of the Los Angeles area exhibited a
relatively high likelihood to go to Spain.
The participants probed to evaluate this findings.
reasoning are summarized below:

Some of their

1. Spain is perceived as an escape from Los Angeles: " ... life in
L.A. is busy ... too much traffic ... "

One participant added:
" ... Spain is laid back ... there are many
things to do there ... you don't have to
think about museums ... there are beaches
and architecture ... it's like Club
Med ... there are a lot of adventures or
you can just lie on the beach ... "
2. Spain's climate is perceived to be similar to California's
climate.
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3. Spain is associated with the Latin culture which has been
accepted in south California:
" ... we relate to Mexico because we are
close to Mexico ... we feel comfortable in
Mexico ... a lot of people in South
California speak Spanish ... there is a
misconceived comfort with the Latin
culture ... "
Some also suggested the culture linkage between Spain and early
California (" ... the whole coast was settled by Spaniards ... ")

4. Spain is perceived a "different" European destination:
" ... It's unlike any of Europe ... it's not
Americanized like the rest of
Europe ... it's secretive and people want
to go and see it ... "

s. Californians are frequent travelers:
" ... People here are not native
Californians ... They come here from other
states and they are ready to
travel ... they are more open ... Los Angeles
is a good location to travel from to
Europe ... "

6. Spain is attractive to the large southern California single
market:
" ... South California attracts
singles ... athletic and young ... Spain is
not a place for families ... it's hard to
deal with the siestas on family
vacation ... running with the bulls in
Pamplona is exciting for the young
people ... Spain is also very
festive ... it's attractive for singles ... "

7. Californians are more curious than residents in other parts of
the u.s; Consequently, they are more likely to go to "exotic"
destinations.
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PERCEPTIONS OF
LOS ANGELES RESIDENTS
WHO HAD NEVER VISITED SPAIN

PURPOSE:

The purpose of the focus group sessions was to identify prevalent
perceptions of Greater Los Angeles residents who traveled extensively
to foreign destinations but had never visited Spain.
In
particular, the discussions focused on the image of Spain as a
vacation destination, motivation to travel to Spain, and exposure
to Spanish promotional campaigns in the Los Angeles area.
As in similar focus groups conducted in other metropolitan areas
(San Francisco, New York, and Miami), the methodology used was to
start each discussion by introducing broad issues of vacation
travel. The discussion was then focused on travel to foreign
destinations, and incrementally narrowed down to a full
discussion of Spain as a vacation destination.
GROUPS' CHARACTERISTICS:

Two focus groups were held in Los Angeles on February 21 and 22,
1990. Each of the groups consisted of 10-12 participants
representing different age groups and an array of ethnic,
educational, occupational, and economic backgrounds. The groups
also consisted of nearly equal representation of males and
females.
All focus group members had visited a large number of foreign
destinations in the past five years but had never visited Spain.
PERCEPTION OF TRAVEL:

The participants were asked to report "what comes first to their
mind when they think about traveling on vacation." The
respondents raised the issues of:
1. Expense of the trip.
2. Destination choice: " ... where to go? ... "
3. Length of time to be spend at the destination.
4. Seasonality.
5. Relaxation: " ... getting away from it all. ..
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6. New experiences: " ... different cultures, different
people ... complete change from everyday's life ... "
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RECOLLECTIONS FROM TRAVELING OVERSEAS:

Most respondents had an extensive travel experience to countries
around the world including Western and Eastern Europe, the Middle
East, Africa, Asia (Bali), Australia, New Zealand, the Caribbean
Islands, Canada, and Mexico.
Some participants shared their critical "experiences" from
traveling overseas:
1. Language barrier: " ... to know to say the little everyday
things like where is the lady's room ... "
2. currency exchange issues: (" ... currency is always
different ... we are used to pennies and dimes ... it's a pain in the
neck ... ")
3. comfort at the destination: " ... will I sleep in a room with
lizards on the wall? ... "

some participants commented on the U.S. comfort they were used
to:
" ... We take for granted necessities that
we are used to ... ice for drinks, toilet
paper, toiletries ... you don't always get
them in other countries ... "
5. Shopping: " ... I want to buy certain things in certain
countries ... "
6. Apprehension:
" ... Fear that you don't know where you
are ... even though you speak the same language ... "
7. Communication with local people:

r

r
r
r
r
r

'' ....it makes me a more friendly person
when I have to get the information from
the locals ... "
8. The "size of the world" compared to the

u.s:

" ... Compared to the U.S. everything is
small ... in the U.S. things are spread
out ... In Brussels, London, or Jerusalem
you can see a lot in a small area ... "
9. Weather: (" ... England in January was not a good
experience ... In Egypt we experienced 115 degrees ... ")
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THE DECISION MAKING PROCESS FOR CHOOSING A PARTICULAR DESTINATION:

The decision of where to go on vacation was a process of a few
considerations:
1. Recommendation of friends and relatives.
2. Friends and relatives at the destination:
visit my friends who lived in Japan ... ")
2. Intrinsic satisfaction:
about a certain place ... ")

(" ... we went to

(" ... sometimes you have a fantasy

3. Impact of Media: 11 • • • we always wanted to go to Britain because
we saw documentaries on TV ... " or 11 • • • in the last couple of
months we heard about Romania ... we never heard about this
country ... ")
4. Need for seclusion: 11 • • • I always go to a place where there is
nobody there ... no TV, magazines, books ... ")

s. Business trip.
6. Special interests: (" ... History, archaeological diggings ... " or
11
••• I
went to the Caribbean because I dive ... ")
7. Previous experience at the destination:
on my last trip ... ")

(" ... I had a good time

8. Weather: " ... I went to Jamaica because I lived in Boston and
it was cold ... ")
9. Inexpensive bargain: (" .. we went there because we got cheap
tickets ... British Airways had a special ... ")
9. Frequent flyer programs:
free ticket ... ")

(" ... I went to Japan because I had a

PACKAGED TOURS VS. INDIVIDUAL ITINERARY:

The issue of going overseas with tours or individually was raised
at a certain point of the discussion. All participants
acknowledged the advantages and the disadvantages of package
tours and individual travel.
••• I
stay away from tours ... I try to do
some research before I go ... I usually
contact the country's tourist board ... "
11
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IMAGE OF SPAIN AS A VACATION DESTINATION:
Spain was first perceived as "typical Mediterranean" with
"beaches, villas, and sunshine."
Some participants wanted to know more about Spain's beaches
" ... Are they white-sand
beaches? ... rocky? ... black-sand? ... do they
have clear water? ... I've seen pictures
from Hawaii's beaches but not from
Spain ... "
Some participants perceived Spain to be diverse; they perceived
Spain to have "different cities" with different "personalities."
Others attributed the 500 Anniversary of Columbus' voyage to North
America and the 1992 Olympic games in Barcelona to Spain's recent
visibility in the media.
1. Attractions:
The participants mentioned Flamenco dancing, bull fights, running
of the bulls in Pamplona, cathedrals, castles, and fishing
villages.
Some mentioned specific destinations in Spain but had very little
information about them: Majorca ("I heard it's beautiful. .. !
think it's an island"), Costa del Sol ("I don't know what it
is."), the Pyrenees, the Basque Region.
Other names that were associated with Spain included: Ibiza, Don
Quijote, the Alhambra, and the Prado Museum.
2. Local People and customs:
Spanish people were perceived to be "friendly, out going, warm
blooded, and hospitable ('they are better than the French."
Some perceived the Spanish people to be poor, especially in the
rural areas of Spain.
Some perceived Spaniards to be "guarded" people: " ... they are
very religious ... they are afraid of strangers ... "
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3. Transportation:

Participants of one group thought that driving in Spain was
similar to driving in other European countries. Participants in
other group perceived Spain to be a large country ("bigger than
France") and suggested to take other modes of transportation in
Spain (" ... you don't want to spend your vacation driving around
the country ... ")
Some said that the rail system may be different from the European
rail system (" ... railroad has a poor reputation ... the country is
not as populated as the rest of Europe ... ") Some thought that the
Eurailpass system does not include Spain (" ... you don't hear that
the Eurailpass gets you to Madrid ... ").
4. Language:

Language was not perceived as a major barrier to travel to Spain,
especially for South Californians: " ... you can wing it ... stick an
"a" or an "o" at the end of the word ... " or " ... if you live in
L.A. you pick up some words ... "
Some also suggested that English has become an international
language and is probably widely spoken around Spain ("people
like to speak English with Americans.")

s. Food and Beverage:
The participants thought that food is an important component of
the Spanish culture.
It appeared that the respondents had quite a definite idea about
the difference between Mexican food and Spanish food:
" ... It's definitely not tacos and
beans ... some of it is very
continental ... in Los Angeles we have
Spanish and Mexican restaurants ... so
people know ... "
Some also mentioned that the food in Spain would be quite
different than the Spanish food in the U.S. They also thought
that different Spanish provinces would have different types of
cuisines.
Others referred to Seville oranges and fresh seafood.
One participant said that he would be hesitant to drink the water
there.
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6. Accommodation Facilities:

The participants perceived the big Spanish cities to have
luxurious hotels (" ... Is there a Hilton in Madrid? ... ")
Some suggested that Spanish hotels may be considered very good by
Spanish standards but not by American standards.
The hotel choice was correlated to the tourist budget and the
motivation to stay with other Americans (" ... if you want to spend
your time with Americans go to the Hilton ... ").
Some suggested
to take two or three-star hotels in order to meet the local
population.
Some speculated whether Spain has similar facilities to the
European "pensions." Pensions were perceived to be a good way to
immerse with the local culture and to see the country.
Some participants were concerned whether Spain would be able to
accommodate mass tourism especially during international events
like the Olympic games (" ... Vancouver couldn't accommodate their
World. Fair tourists ... ")
6. Length of Time to be spent in Spain:

The participants agreed that a trip to Spain should last at least
a week.
Spain was perceived as a destination where "one has to
spend some time there ... "
One participant thought that Spain's cities are "spread out" and
three weeks would be needed to see the country.
7. Value for Money:

Spain was perceived to be a "less expensive destination." The
participants did not know whether Spain was still a good-value
for-money destination.
8. Shopping:

The respondents thought that Spain would offer ''a lot of local
crafts."
One participant who was a Lladro collector mentioned the shopping
opportunities for this item in Spain.
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9. Weather:

The weather in Spain was perceived to be "similar to the weather
in South California but with more distinct seasons."
Some thought that Spain may be more rainy than South California.
10. Safety:

Some raised the issue of terrorism and mentioned the instability
in the Basque area.
Some added that it wouldn't be a hindrance to
go to Spain.
One participant added that her friends were mugged in Spain and
were held at a gun point.
11. Traveling to Spain from Los Angeles:

Some participants did not know whether Spain is served directly
by airlines from Los Angeles ("it's not a highly trafficked
route ... I think there are direct flights twice a week ... ")
Travel to Spain was perceived to be more expensive mainly
because not many airlines serve Spain from Los Angeles:
" ... You can't see a cheap flight in the
Los Angeles Times ... there are flights to
London, Paris, even to down-under
(Australia) ... "
The distance between Los Angeles to Spain was perceived to be
6500 miles or 10-11 hours. The distance was not perceived as a
hindrance:
" ... If you are going to Europe it takes
time anyway .. People are not
concerned ... people wouldn't be bothered
to go to Australia ... it's 15-16 hours ... "
Some didn't know whether Spain has a Spanish airline. Others who
were familiar with Iberia Airlines suggested to change the name
to Spanish Airlines.
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12. Political situation:
Franco regime was perceived as a hindrance for going to Spain:
" ... Franco pushed people from going to
Spain ... Germany was not a hit for
Hitler ... Franco regime in Spain was not
well received ... "

13. Comparison of Spain to Mexico:
Participants in one group discussed whether Spain is similar to
Mexico. Some participants perceived Spain to be similar to
Mexico:
" ... I have a perception that Spain is
similar to the better parts of Mexico ... "
Others disagreed:
" ... Spanish tell you immediately that
they are not from Mexico ... they consider
themselves superior ... they want you to
know that they are pure ... no Indian
blood ... they are like the British when
you ask them if they are from
Australia ... "
or
" ... Most people don't realize that Spain
is not like Tijuana ... Some people know
that Tijuana is not Mexico City and not
Spain ... Mexico is negative ... Spain is
another country with a different
culture ... "
Some added that Spain may be more economically developed than
Mexico:
" ... In Spain you don't see the same
poverty as in Mexico ... they were
suppressed under Franco ... not
anymore ... they joined the EEC and they
are developing now ... they have
industry ... "

14. Combination of travel to Spain with other countries:
Some suggested that while in Spain one can "pop over" to Morocco
and/ or Portugal.
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BARRIERS TO TRAVEL TO SPAIN:
1. "Out-of-the-way destination: Spain was not perceived to be
geographically located on the "main European route."
" ... My roommates had to drop the three
days in Barcelona in lieu of the French
Riviera ... He had to make a loop ... you
have to go up and down in Europe ... Spain
and Portugal are at the end of Euro.pe ... "

2. Spain is subconsciously remote from the

u.s:

" ... If you are going to make a cultural
choice - Italy would come first ... It's
easier to think of Italy ... Italian
food ... Spain is not as accessible to our
attitudes ... there are people from Italy
here ... I don't think there are as many
people from Spain as from Italy ... "
or
" ... U.S. has been more involved in
Britain, Italy, France ... Spain has been
historically second class nation in the
past 500 years ... we didn't have alliances
with them ... Britain and France helped
this country get started ... you don't
study history about Spain ... "
In the same line of thought one participant added:
" ... We haven't been immersed with Spain's
history ... we haven't landed there on DDay ... "
Participants in another group also expressed their thoughts:
" ... In Italy we visited places that we
had heard about all our lives ... are there
places in Spain that you can relate to
like in Italy? ... Spain does not have a
high visibility item ... bullfights? ...
castles? ... in Paris you have the Eiffel
Tower and in Germany you have the Berlin
Wall ... "
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3. Political situation:
Some mentioned that Spain may have a perception of dictatorship
country:
" ... You don't want to go to China to see
Tienman Square ... "
4. Lack of Advertising:
" ... You don't hear a lot about
Spain ... British Airways, Alitalia,
Quantas advertise their countries ... I
wonder how many people would identify
Iberia as the national airline of
Spain ... "

s. Cultural differences between u.s. and Spain:
" ... Spain is a slow moving pace
country ... no rushing like here ... it would
attract certain people like museum
people ... "
6. Spain is perceived to have limited tourist attractions:
" ... The density of tourist experience is not perceived
to be there ... there are one or two places to see in
Spain and it's not worthwhile going there ... in Paris
you can spend a week ... in Madrid - maybe a day ... "
THE ROLE OF TRAVEL AGENTS:

Participants in one group acknowledged the influential role of
travel agents in the process of destination choice. The
respondents agreed that a travel agent who says to a client "I
just got off this cruise and it was wonderful" is very important
in terms of decision making.
Furthermore, people tend to use the same travel agencies and rely
on their recommendations.
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EXPOSURE TO INFORMATION ABOUT SPAIN:

The majority of the non-visitors had very little information
about Spain:
" ... I am quite ignorant about
Spain ... it's not publicized as other
countries in Europe ... L.A. is a media
capital and we haven't been exposed to
Spain ... "
Some mentioned that they saw a few brochures about Spain in
travel agencies. One participant recalled an Iberia Airlines
billboard and others recalled vaguely some advertising in the Los
Angeles Times.
The respondents stressed that they haven't heard or seen any
advertising in the radio or television (" ... in TV game shows you
always win a trip to Mexico or New York ... ")
SUGGESTIONS FOR IMPROVING SPAIN'S PROMOTION IN THE LOS ANGELES
AREA:

Identification of Promotional themes:
Like participants in other Metropolitan areas, the Los Angeles
group suggested to "drop the airfares" that are perceived to be
high (" ... for $600 round-trip everybody will go ... ")
Some suggested to offer a cost comparison promotion with other
countries ("Paris is three times as much.")
Some suggested to change the name of the national airline
(reporter comment: TAP has changed its name a few years ago to
Air Portugal)
" ... Lufthansa is a German
pronunciation ... Most people don't know
what Iberia is ... they don't know where
the Iberian peninsula is ... national
airlines have to develop identity ... maybe
Air Espana? ... "
The Spanish promotion should also include advertisements with
pictures of people ("smiling happy faces"), beaches (" ... the
coast is big in this area ... the Mediterranean is in everybody's
mind ... "), as well as Flamenco dancing, bulls running in
Pamplona, food, and night life ("People want to know what there is
to do at night.")
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Some suggested to promote the similarities between California and
Spain:
• • • We
live here because of climate and
beauty ... the ocean is a big interest
here ... show crystal clear water, resort
towns like in California ... People who are
attracted to South California would be
attracted to Spain ... "
11

Some suggested to show buildings that represent Spanish
architecture, the country's landscape, and the arts (El Greco,
Dali).
Some suggested to promote Spain as a European hub:
• • • A lot of times people go to London
and get a cheaper flight to
Europe ... maybe Spain should position
itself like London ... "
11

Similar comments were made in another group with regard to piggybacking on the "traditional" European tours:
" ... There are many packages to Europe
using specific airlines ... Lufthansa
arranges tours to Scandinavia ... Packages
should be made through Spanish gateway
cities so people would have to stay
over ... "
Others added and suggested to convey a political message in the
promotion: "Spain has opened up ... not what it used to be ... "
Some suggested to promote the Spanish royal family:
are doing great things with their royal family.")

("the Brits

Some suggested to promote Spain's festivals and fiestas:
(" ... there is a lot of culture with their holidays ... we don't
know about it ... ")
Other suggestions included the Olympic games.
Some suggested to promote the romanticism of Spain through
Hemingway's literature.
A repeated theme among the respondents in both groups was the
important impact of word of mouth advertising.
Some suggested to
include in the promotional campaigns comments from people who had
visited Spain ( 11 • • • Gee ... we had a fantastic time there ... ")
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Public Relations:

I
I

A. Produce a movie in Spain with a Spanish celebrity ("they need
something like "Out of Africa.")

r

C. Spanish week in many department stores.

r

B. set up a sister city in Spain for Los Angeles ("like Beverly
Hills and Cannes.")

D. Develop a personality that will be affiliated with Spain ("the
. ... Ju 1·10 I g 1 esias
. ?.... ")
Pau 1 Hogan o f Spain
E. Promotion during the 1992 Olympic games:
1988 ... ")

("Korea did it in

F. Promotion of sporting events, international festivals etc. to
be held in Spain.

r
r

'

Advertising:
1. Newspapers/Magazines:
Some suggested to advertise Spain in Sunset Magazine, California
Magazine, Los Angeles Magazine, Architecture and Gardening, L.A.
Times, and European Travel.
2. TV advertising:
A. Travel shows on local TV shows ("Eye on L.A.")
B. Produce TV series that will be filmed in Spain. The
participants stressed the promotional impact of "Hawaii Five O"
or "Magnum P.I" for Hawaii tourism or "Miami Vice" for South
Florida tourism.
C. Film major TV programs like "Lifestyle of the Rich and Famous."
3. Other:
A. Billboards: "billboards are big in L.A ... you're in your car
all the time . .. "
B. Brochures: "UCLA sends brochures about sponsored trips around
the world."
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4. Promotional Slogans:
A. "Many years ago the Spanish came to California ... It's time now
Californians will go to Spain."
B. " ... We discovered you - now come back and discover us ... "
WHY RESIDENTS OF LOS ANGELES EXHIBIT A HIGHER PROPENSITY TO GO TO
SPAIN?

The participants were informed about the previous findings of the
project. They were told that residents of Los Angeles had
exhibited a relatively high propensity to go to Spain, and were
asked to try to account for this trend. The following is a
summary of their reasoning.
1. The Dominant Latin Culture in the Los Angeles area:
The
respondents estimated that over one third of Greater Los Angeles
population is Mexican. The proximity to Latin/Spanish culture
may motivate people to go to Latin countries.

Some, however acknowledged the misperception that Spain is
similar to Mexico.
2. Californians are extensive travelers:

" ... People in California have been
everywhere ... there is a lot of money in
California ... People will visit a new
place for a new adventure ... "
3. Spain is perceived a romantic destination:

This perception may be appealing to the large Los Angeles single
market.
LOS ANGELES AREA RESIDENTS WHO ARE MORE LIKELY TO GO TO SPAIN:

1. Extensive travelers.
2. People of Spanish descent ("people who want to go and see their roots
3. Middle age with comfortable income.
4. Retired people/Senior Citizens (" ... they go where the
advertising is ... ")
5. Cruise fans (" ... Spain should offer a three-day/Four-day
cruise/land packages ... ")
6. "Sun worshipers:" (" ... People who are interested more in
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things to do rather than things to see ... ")
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PERCEPTIONS OF

MIAMI RESIDENTS
WHO HAD VISITED SPAIN

PURPOSE:

The purpose of the focus group sessions was to identify
significant perceptions about Spain from Miami residents who
traveled to Spain and other foreign destinations.
In particular,
the discussions focused on the image of Spain as a vacation
destination, their experiences there, their motivation to travel
to Spain, and their exposure to promotion in the Miami area.
The methodology used was to start each discussion by introducing
broad issues of vacation travel, traveling to foreign
destinations, and incrementally narrow down to a full discussion
about Spain as a vacation destination.
GROUPS' CHARACTERISTICS:

Two focus groups were held in Miami on February 5 and 6, 1990.
Each of the groups consisted of 10-12 participants representing
different age groups and an array of ethnic, educational,
occupational, and economic backgrounds. The groups also
consisted of almost equal representation of males and females.
All focus group members had visited a large number of foreign
destinations in the past five years including Spain.
PERCEPTION OF TRAVEL:

Respondents were probed to share their travel experiences, and
were asked "what comes to the top of their mind when thinking
about vacation travel."
The following themes were raised:
1. Where to go on vacation.
2. Escape and relaxation: " .... not having to go to work ... change
of scenery ... "
3. Excitement of going away.
4. Anxiety: "I am fearful of flying."

s. Escape.
6. Planning process:

("travel books, inquiries, etc.")
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7. Language barrier:
••• I
feel that in Europe people relate
to Americans in a mostly negative fashion ... mainly because Americans do not
speak their languages ... Europeans speak
many languages ... "
11

PACKAGED TOURS VS. INDIVIDUAL ITINERARY:

The choice between a package tour and individual travel appeared
to depend on:
1. Party size:
myself ... "

11

•••

I always go on package tour when I travel by

2. Perception of convenience: " ... they pick the hotel, restaurants etc ... "
THE DECISION MAKING PROCESS TO CHOOSE A PARTICULAR DESTINATION:

1. Friends and relatives: " ... I always go to Germany because I
have family there and it doesn't cost me a penny ... "
2. Special interests: " ... I went to Thailand and Singapore
because I am interested in orchids ... "
3. Business/conventions: " ... I went to Hawaii because I had a
teachers' convention ... "
4. Weather: " ... I was tired of the heat in Miami so we went to
Alaska ... "

s. Recommendation of friends and relatives: " ... we went to Spain
because friends had been there and told us that it's
inexpensive ... "
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IMAGE OF SPAIN AS A VACATION DESTINATION:

The Decision Making Process to Choose Spain as a Destination:
Respondents were probed to share their reason for choosing Spain
as a vacation destination. They went to Spain because of the
following main reasons:
1. Shopping: "I wanted to buy lladro, leather jackets ... "
2. Impact of friends and relatives: " ... a friend of mine picked
Spain and got a group together ... " or " ... we were traveling
through Europe and we met people who told us that they enjoyed
Spain and Morocco ... "
3. Spain is perceived to have a lot to offer:

" ... You always have something to do
there ... it has a little bit of
everything: museums, antiques, good food,
bull fights, Flamenco ... "
4. Perception of an inexpensive destination: " ... I picked a good
deal that was available ... "

s. Family heritage: " ... My wife is Spanish Cuban ... "
s. Ability to communicate in Spanish: " ... I speak the language
and it helps ... "
Attractions Visited in Spain:
The participants mentioned the following attractions:
Segovia (" ... the aqueduct ... ! couldn't believe those 2000 years
of engineering ... "), Alhambra, Seville: (" ... the Moorish Cathedral ... twenty el Grecos in one room ... they are hidden
away ... also, the April festival. .. "), Madrid: (" ... the Prado
Museum ... the Zoo ... "), El Escorial, Toledo, Cadiz, Merida, and
Andora.

In addition to the specific attractions mentioned, some perceived
Spain as a historical, romantic, and cultural tourist
destination.
Some participants were very impressed by the way "Spanish take
care of their monuments." They also acknowledged the "sense of
continuity" and "cultural stability" of Spain where "old buildings, churches and homes are still occupied and used.
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One participant shared her experience in the Canary Islands:
" ... The Canary Islands were so Spanish
and yet so un-Spanish ... there are
Africans and Arabs there ... it's a whole
different world from the mainland ... "
Some participants mentioned the outdoor recreational
opportunities in Spain like boating, fishing and skiing.
Local People and customs:
Spanish people were perceived to be "very proud, with class,
friendly and helpful." Some mentioned that Spaniards "went out
of their way to be friendly."
Spanish people were also perceived to be "more responsive to
American tourists" than residents in other European countries.
They were also perceived to be family oriented.
Some shared their experiences with local Spanish people:
" ... I was in Madrid and I was lost ... a
couple walked me back to my hotel for
half a mile ... who would do this in
America? ... "
Comparison of Spaniards and Latin People:
The participants believed that many people perceive Spaniards and
Hispanic to be the same. Most of the group participants were
aware of the differences:
" ... Most North Americans do not
differentiate between Spaniards and
Hispanics ... I don't think they give it
much thought ... Spaniards are not as
excitable as Latins ... Cubans are
flamboyant and aggressive ... Spaniards are
not as much ... "
Transportation:
The participants favored traveling through Spain by car (" ... you
see the country ... we saw small villages that were not on the
map ... we saw fields of sunflowers, olive trees ... ")
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Some participants, however, thought that the roads in
Spain were bad and that Spanish drivers were "wild."
Some participants took tour buses of Spain and reported their
good experiences.
One participant traveled through Spain on a narrow gage railroad
and enjoyed it very much.
Some were concerned with traffic problems, particularly in Madrid
(" ... it's easier in Miami ... it's murder there ... "), but praised
the public transportation (" ... the subway in Madrid was second to
none ... we came out of our hotel and the bus was on the
sidewalk ... ")
The bus service was perceived to be satisfactory ("buses were on
schedule with a continuous service." Taxis were not perceived to
be expensive.
Language:
The language didn't seem to be a major problem in Spain (" ... you
can always find somebody that speaks English ... "
Some noticed that in tourist places the local hospitality
industry provides assistance in foreign languages: "Torremolinos
restaurant menus were in three or four languages."
Food and Beverage:
Some participants liked the food in Spain and labeled it as "the
best food in Europe." They mentioned the cheese and Jamon
Cerrano as typical dishes. Some perceived Spanish food to be
healthful.
Some suggested to order the local wine in each region ("go along
with the natives").
The visitors to Spain were not used to eating late at night but
said that they "were not distressed" from this custom. The
participants acknowledged the "culture of Spanish dining," which
was perceived to be "more leisurely eating ... take your time or
you're here for the night attitude."
Some were surprised with the high prices of restaurants,
especially recently: " ... we had a lobster dinner for four and
paid $146 ... "
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some participants said that many people perceive the Spanish
food to be similar to Latin food (" ... they still get shoved
together ... ")
Service in Hotels and Restaurants:
Some mentioned that waitresses in Madrid (Colon Plaza) were "not
nice at all." One woman added that she stayed at the Don Pepe in
Marbella and that front desk clerks " ... didn't care ... they had a
negative attitude ... "
One participant said that she was surprised to see young
apprentices in restaurants and hotels:
" ... Seeing young boys in the hotels
bothered me ... they were school age ... they
were poor apprentices ... "
Accommodation Facilities:
Some participants thought that the accommodation facilities in
Spain were "metza metza" - or "so so."
Some complained that the non-luxurious hotels did not have air
conditioning.
Some suggested that "Spain needs the know-how of
U.S. motels."
Participants who stayed at the Paradores were very satisfied:
" ... The average tourist doesn't know about them ... they were
beautiful ... unreal ... "
Some visitors to the Costa del Sol said that the coastal road was
"full of condominiums with signs along the road in English."
The "New Spain:"
Some participants who had visited Spain during Franco era and
returned to Spain recently, said that Spain has changed:
" ... Spain has changed ... in 1970 Franco
was still there ... when I came back in
1985 people's attitudes were
different ... there were more
problems ... now there are hippies and bags
are being snatched ... the change in
attitudes also intensified since they
joined the Common Market ... "
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"Spanish Disorganization":
Some complained about "Spanish efficiency:"
" ... we had a mix-up on our tour ... they
were not efficient in Madrid and were not
accommodating us ... "
Length of Time to be spent in Spain:
The experienced travelers to Spain suggested to spend in Spain
approximately two weeks " ... after two weeks you get home sick."
Some suggested that since Spain was "so far away and expensive" a
three-week vacation would do.
Value for Tourist's Money:
Recent travelers who returned from Spain did not find it to be a
good bargain:
" ... Spain used to be a good buy compared
to the rest of Europe ... The rate of
inflation got there too .. Prices were out
of line ... "
However, some participants still perceived Spain to be "more
reasonable than Italy and France."
Bull Fights:
Some participants raised the issue of bull fights who were
described as "gory and cruel." They thought that the Spanish
government should not promote it.
Another participant added:
" ... It was no contest ... it wasn't
Hemingway ... they killed the bulls to
feed the local orphanage ... "
Some, however , argued that:
" ... a good bullfight is an art ... it's
one of the most interesting things about
·Spain ... it's part of the Spanish
culture ... "
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Gypsies:
Some participants said that they were completely "turned off" by
gypsies:
" ... they really made me angry ... in Madrid
three ladies - if you could call them
ladies - tried to sell me things ... that
frightened me ... "
Petty Crime Safety:
Some participants were concerned with petty crime in Spain,
especially for American tourists:
• • • A few women
I know lost their bags on
our tour ... the guide told us to leave our
purses on the bus so we wouldn't be
mugged ... "
11

Some participants disagreed and said that Spain was as safe as
any other destination (" ... I felt pretty safe considering I was
by myself ... ").
Some even mentioned that " ... it's safer than
Miami ... you can go anywhere you want at 2A.M. in the morning ... "
Some added that they saw a lot of police in Spain and that made
them feel safer.
Traveling to Spain from Miami:
The distance between Miami and Spain was not perceived as a
hindrance to travel.
Airfares from Miami to Spain:
The respondents perceived the direct Iberia flight from Miami to
Madrid to be more expensive than any other U.S. carrier "who
would route you through New York." One participant mentioned
that an Iberia ticket was $1000 compared to Pan Am ticket that
sold for $488.
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One respondent recalled a misleading ad by Iberia:
" ... I called Iberia on a promotion I
saw in the Herald ... Two for the price of
one ... In 1984 I paid $600 for my ticket
and now they want $1500 for one
person ... You couldn't buy the APEX ticket
with this promotion ... It gives you a bad
feeling ... "
Iberia Airlines:
Some participants complained:
" ... I wouldn't voluntarily go on
Iberia ... they were late ... the food was
unedible ... if you're on an airline for
eight hours you need to eat ... it's got to
be better ... "
One participant added:
" ... I flew from Barcelona to Tangier ... on
the way back they were sold out and told
me I had to go first class ... they charged
me more for that ... "
Some participants questioned whether Iberia was a participant in
one of the frequent flyer programs.
BARRIERS TO TRAVEL TO SPAIN:

The major barrier to travel to Spain was mainly perceived the
high price of airfares.
EXPOSURE TO INFORMATION ABOUT SPAIN:

The majority of the participants were not exposed to any
promotion or advertising about Spain. Some said that they had "to
look for it thoroughly before they could spot something."
Some, however, recalled some ads of the Spanish government in a
few magazines like the New Yorker, New York Times, AARP Magazine,
National Geographic and others.
Some recalled documentary TV programs on "Discovery Channel" and
"Arts and Entertainment."
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SUGGESTIONS FOR IMPROVING SPAIN'S PROMOTION IN THE MIAMI AREA:

Identification of Promotional themes:
Some participants suggested to promote the Spanish sites like
Granada (Alhambra), Seville etc. They suggested not to focus on
the Costa del Sol or the beaches:
" ... everybody has beaches ... even New
Jersey ... I wouldn't go to the Costa del
Sol ... living in Miami it wouldn't attract
me ... "
Some suggested to try to promote unique Spanish attractions like
"quaint little towns, vineyards, etc. They added that emphasis
should be put on features that are "not seen here in America"
like "narrow streets, alleys, outdoor cafes in the Plazas,
dancing in the street" and also the "Valley of the Fallen, the
Paradores, and the amusement parks."
They also suggested to emphasize perceived Spain-associated
attractions like Flamenco, Spanish food, Moorish architecture,
and the Prado museum.
Other participants suggested to promote the upcoming Olympic
games.
Some suggested to promote the Spanish heritage, mainly due to the
large population of Hispanics in the Miami area. As one Hispanic
participant explained:
" ... tell the Hispanic that Spain
understands them ... we speak the same
language ... appeal to the heritage ... "
One participant suggested to develop two different campaigns for
Anglo-Saxons and Hispanics.
However, some participants said that the promotion should
emphasize the difference between Spain and south Florida Hispanic
culture:
" ... Show them that Spain is different
from the Spanish people we have around
here . .. People would say that they hear
enough Spanish in Miami and wouldn't want
to go to Spain ... "
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Consequently, Spain should be promoted as a European destination:
" ... stress the difference between South
American countries and Spain ... stress
that the food and temperament is
different ... "
Another issue suggested was to illustrate Spain as a safe
destination - "even for women traveling alone."
Others suggested to promote Spain as a touring hub in Europe:
" ... Spain should be promoted as a spring
board for European travel ... offer a
package deal that will originate in
Madrid and people could travel by car to
the rest of Europe ... or an inexpensive
rail travel from Madrid ... "
One participant added:
" ... People think London, Paris,
Rome ... Piggy back on these cities ... If
Iberia flies to these cities - offer a
package to Madrid that will include
reduced airfare to some other European
cities ... everything revolves around
. ... "
price
Finally, some suggested to promote Spain as an inexpensive
destination:
" ... Stress that it's possible to do Spain
on a budget ... advertise cut-price
tours ... the two-for-one tickets was a
good idea ... but they could have made it
more affordable ... make the price more
reasonable ... "
Another participant added:
" ... Price is the number one factor ... last
year Pan Am offered Europe for
$298 ... within one day they were
booked ... that's the best way to do it ... "
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Some suggested to stress that Spain is a modern destination:
" ... tell them about the modern convenience ... people may think that one has to
walk down the block to use the
restrooms ... tell them they don't have to
bring their toilet paper with them ... "
Public Relations:
Some suggested to contact media representatives that "would tell
us what's going on in Spain ... you hear very little about Spain in
Miami ... "
Some suggested promotions at leading department stores, including
wine tasting from Spain.
One participant suggested to stimulate correspondence between
Spaniards and residents of Miami (e.g Pen pals, Rotary Clubs
etc.)
Advertising:
1. Newspapers/Magazines:
Advertising for the Hispanic market was suggested in: Diaro Las
Americas, Vanidades, and the Spanish version of Cosmopolitan.
2. TV advertising:
The participants suggested to include "short blur spots" of
Spain. They acknowledged the good impact of the TV advertising
campaigns of Cancun, Israel, and Jamaica.
Some said to feature Spanish music in the background of the ad.
The participants suggested to advertise Spain on Public TV as
well as some cable stations like the "Discovery Channel."
3. Other:
Some participants said that radio and billboard advertising are
not as effective as TV advertising. Some suggested that radio
advertising would be appropriate for the Latin market.
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suggestions were made to advertise Spain as part of a time
sharing promotion (" ... Time sharing condominiums in Spain are
.
. . . ." ).
inexpensive
4. Suggested advertising slogans:
A. "Columbus discovered America - now you should discover Spain."
WHY RESIDENTS OF THE MIAMI AREA ARE MORE MOTIVATED TO GO TO
SPAIN?

The participants were informed of findings of previous studies
that indicated that residents of the Miami area exhibited a high
likelihood to go to Spain.
The participants were asked to evaluate these findings.
their reasoning are summarized below:

Some of

RESIDENTS OF MIAMI AREA THAT ARE MORE LIKELY TO GO TO SPAIN:

1. Retired people ("they have the money and time.")
2. Hispanic residents ("Latins are very curious about Spain if
the prices are competitive.")
3. Special interest groups (culture seekers)
4. Educators and students
5. Professional people:
" ... My husband is a doctor ... we look for
vacation places where there are medical
seminars so we could partially deduct our
expenses ... "

6. The Miami/Miami Beach condominium market:
" ... they take a trip every few
months ... they go away for a minimum of
four weeks ... we have a condo newspaper
where you can convey the message ... they
have money and they go away ... a lot of
tour companies come to the condos ... "
7. Off season market
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PERCEPTIONS OF

MIAMI RESIDENTS
WHO HAD NEVER VISITED SPAIN

PURPOSE:

The purpose of the focus group sessions was to identify prevalent
perceptions of Greater Miami residents who traveled extensively
to foreign destinations but had never visited Spain.
In
particular, the discussions focused on the image of Spain as a
vacation destination, motivation to travel to Spain, and exposure
to Spanish promotional campaigns in the South Florida/Miami area.
As in similar focus groups conducted in other metropolitan areas,
the methodology used was to start each discussion by introducing
broad issues of vacation travel. The discussion was then focused
on travel to foreign destinations, and incrementally narrowed
down to a full discussion of Spain as a vacation destination.
GROUPS' CHARACTERISTICS:

Two focus groups were held in Miami on February 5 and 6, 1990.
Each of the groups consisted of 10-12 participants representing
different age groups and an array of ethnic, educational,
occupational, and economic backgrounds. The groups also
consisted of a nearly equal representation of males and females.
All focus group members had visited a large number of foreign
destinations in the past five years but had never visited Spain.
PERCEPTION OF TRAVEL:

The participants were asked to report "what comes first to their
mind when they think about traveling on vacation." The
respondents raised the issues of:

1. Rest and relaxation: " ... not looking at the clock ... "
2. Weather: 11 • • • I always like to follow the sun ... I don't like
it when it's cold ... "
3. cost of the trip:
4. Communication:
" ... I was in Russia ... there was no
communication ... however, in Scandinavia
and Israel everybody spoke English ... "It
was very comfortable ... "
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or
" ... the best part of going to England is
the language ... I wouldn't go to
France ... the language is difficult
there ... they tell you in English to learn
French ... the worst was in Germany ... I
didn't understand a single word besides
"Ya" ... "

s. comfort: "good accommodation, good food"
6. Learning experience:
" ... Places where I can learn new
things .. see new places ... meet new
people ... "

7. Pre-trip anticipation or anxiety.

RECOLLECTIONS FROM TRAVELING OVERSEAS:

Most respondents had an extensive travel experience to countries
around the world including Western and Eastern Europe, the
Middle East, Africa, Asia, the Caribbean Islands, Canada and
Mexico.
A foreign trip was perceived to require more planning such as
changing currencies ("do you realize what it was to change
currencies in eight countries?" or customs).
Some participants were also aware of the different lifestyles in
many countries and the convenience of the U.S:
" ... We are spoiled Americans ... we would
like to experience countries around the
world with U.S. accommodations ... in many
countries you don't get ice in your
drinks ... "
Some perceived foreign countries to offer "better" standards on
some aspects:
" ... The policemen in Europe were much
more helpful than in the u.s ... European
accommodations are much better than in
the u.s ... the subway in Paris is
perfect ... it did not have a bit of
graffiti. .. "
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Some participants were concerned with the host community's
attitudes:
" ... The French are rude ... in Japan people
were gracious and more helpful ... in
London a bank manager gave me money for
breakfast because the bank was not opened
yet ... "
Finally, some participants were concerned with food that is found
in different destinations.
THE DECISION MAKING PROCESS FOR CHOOSING A PARTICULAR DESTINATION:
The decision of where to go on vacation was a process of a few
considerations:

1. Intrinsic satisfaction:
" ... I would go wherever my mood takes
me ... I don't use travel agents ... I do
whatever I want ... "
or
" ... I always thought of the Far East as a
total mysticism .. it is a shopper's
paradise ... everything is sent to your
hotel ... "

2. Curiosity: " ... it is different ... I want to verify what I heard
of the destination ... "
Some attributed symbols to a few tourist destinations like Paris
and the "Eiffel Tower" or Bangkok and the "King and I."

3. Romanticism.
Some participants served in Europe or the Far
East during the war and wanted to go back and see "if the place
has changed."
4. Recommendations of friends and relatives:

s. Weather:
" ... I follow the sun ... I don't understand
why people go to other continents ... there
are more wonderful places in South
America than in Europe ... "
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6. Religion: " ... I went to Israel ... ! saw Christ's place of
birth ... "
7. Educational background: Some participants wanted to go to a
particular destination because they studied about it in school
("I am an English major.
I always wanted to go to England ... ").
Some mentioned that they wanted to experience a foreign language
they studied at school.
8. Family heritage: Some people went to visit countries where
their family members were born: " ... Israel is the land of my
people ... ! wanted to go back to my roots ... "
9. Individual recreational activities:
10. Value for money:
worth a lot ... ")

(golf, spa etc.)

("I like to go to places where my dollar is

11. Affiliation of countries to

u.s. history:

" ... Eighty percent of what we have was
discovered in England ... our law was
developed there too ... I wanted to see
where we came from and why are we like
what we are today ... "

PACKAGED TOURS VS. INDIVIDUAL ITINERARY:

The issue of going overseas with tours or individually was raised
at a certain point of the discussion. All participants
acknowledged the advantages and the disadvantages of package
tours and individual travel.
Some thought that a combination of both individual travel and
package tours (mainly to be picked at the destination) were the
best solution.
Some participants thought that tours were too rigid and
inflexible:
" ... I would have a nervous breakdown ... if
it's Tuesday - it has to be Belgium ... !
don't like to get up early in the
morn i ng ... "
Some preferred individual travel because it was more challenging:
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" ... I always find it exciting traveling
by myself ... to find the castle ... the
underground ... things I learned about in
School ... "
Some perceived tours to be beneficial in the sense that they give
them an overview of the destination (" ... it's like looking
through a key hole ... "). After the tour they usually return to
the places they liked on the tour.
Tours were also perceived a good mode of travel when time is
scarce:
" ... If you want to see a lot of things
quickly - a group is the best way of
doing it ... the tour guide describes in
detail the sites ... "

IMAGE OF SPAIN AS A VACATION DESTINATION:

Spain was first perceived as a cheap destination inundated with
British tourists.
Some perceived Spain to be a "warm"
destination with lots of beaches.
One participant commented that "so little is publicized that it's
hard to picture Spain ... "
One participant perceived Spain to be "a little tiny country not
as long as the distance between Jacksonville and Miami."
Attractions:
Spain's attractions were perceived to be the bull fights, old
culture, Flamenco, Moorish cities and castles.
Some mentioned names of attractions like Costa del Sol, the
Algarave, Toledo, Seville (fresh oranges).
Local People and customs:
Spanish people were perceived to be "very warm, cordial,
accommodating, and charming." Some perceived Spanish people to
be "very classy" and of "high class." Others mentioned the
Spaniards are very "family oriented."
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Please note that participants in one group could not give any
comments about Spaniards because they did not know.
One participant said that she had bad experiences with Spanish
people in London, but the rest of the audience said that it was
not fair to make a statement that all people were bad - "you
could come across some very nice people ... "
Some mentioned bad experiences of friends and relatives with
gypsies (" ... they stole money from them ... they have a
reputation of thieves ... "
Spanish people were perceived to be bad business people:
" ... It's difficult to do business with
Spain ... my husband has done business
there and in other European
countries ... he found it easier to do
business in Western Europe than in Latin
countries ... He would never consider
Spain ... "
Comparison between Spaniards and Latin People:
Some people said that they would not choose Spain as a vacation
destination because they "wanted to get away from the Spanish in
Miami." Others disagreed and said that "Spaniards were different
from Cubans."
One Hispanic woman was proud of her Spanish heritage:
" ... my grandfather was from Galicia ... I
am a real Spaniard ... the original
Spaniards are above the people who
migrated here ... I know someone who spoke
Castilian and when he spoke Nicaraguan, Puerto Ricans stopped and
listened ... "
She added:
" ... Spanish people are a better breed
than Hispanics ... they are one class
higher ... In our Islands you have a
mixture ... it's like Englishmen who are
the pure breed of Americans ... "
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Transportation:
Spanish trains were perceived to be good ("why would Spain be
different than the rest of Europe?")
Some participants said that they wouldn't hesitate renting a car
in Spain.
In general, the participants in both groups indicated that they
lacked information about Spain to give a particular statement.
Language:
The language was perceived to be a barrier for those
participants who did not speak Spanish.
Food and Beverage:
The Spanish food was perceived to be similar to Latin food that
is dominant in South Florida: black beans, fried potatoes, ground
beef with olives, lamb, etc. Some participants mentioned lamb
and Paella as typical Spanish food.
Although some participants questioned whether Spanish food would
be like Mexican food, most of the participants said that it would
not be as spicy.
Some participants distinguished between Spanish
and Latin food restaurants and indicated names of "genuine"
Spanish restaurants in the Miami area.
Some participants were aware that Spaniards dine very late at
night (10 P.M.)
One participant was familiar with tapas and acknowledged the
Spanish wines.
Some people were concerned with food hygiene (" ... you want to be
careful with food ... you can't drink the water ... ")
Night life:
Some participants thought the Spanish night clubs were "very
different" than night clubs in the u.s (" ... they have giant night
clubs ... ")
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Accommodation Facilities:
Some thought that Spain would not have five-star hotels.
They
also said that deluxe hotels in Europe may not have the same
qualities of deluxe hotels in the U.S.
Participants in one group were aware of the rental condominiums
in the Costa del Sol.
Some questioned whether the Spanish accommodation industry would
be capable to accommodate large conventions.
Length of Time to be spent in Spain:
Participants in one group suggested that a visit to Spain should
last "between two and three weeks." They also added that if a
tourist wishes to see the country more thoroughly he/she could
stay longer.
Value for Money:
Although airfare to Spain was perceived to be very expensive,
Spain was perceived an inexpensive destination:
" ... Once you get there it's very
inexpensive ... food is less expensive
too ... the British have no money and they
go there ... "
Some suggested that prices in Spain may be going up soon because
of their affiliation with the common market.
Shopping:
Spain was perceived a good shopping destination for leather shoes
and purses, embroidery, and hand weaving. Some acknowledged the
Spanish fashion that was perceived to be "beautiful." Other
added that Spain may offer a large array of arts crafts
("shopping would be fabulous ... they are such creative
craftsmen.").
Participants in one group perceived the shopping in Spain to
involve a lot of bargaining. The outlets were perceived to be
"street markets with no major shopping centers."
Some indicated that Spain was "no longer a bargain; Europe has
become very expensive."
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Weather:
Spain was perceived to be a hot and dry destination. Most of the
participants did not know the seasonal variation of Spain's
weather.
Participants in one group were aware that the weather in Northern
Spain and the Basque country would be cooler.
Safety and Crime:
Some perceived Spain to be unsafe destination as far as petty
crime was concerned. One Hispanic woman summarized her thoughts:
••• I
am scared ... they steal from
you ... there is always this fear ... I am
Hispanic ... I am afraid to visit South
American countries too ... "
11

One participant added:
" ... The people in Spain have lived by a
rigid code - their families. Honesty is
not a very important policy in Spain.
I
dealt with a few people in Spain and the
Spanish government ... "

Perception of a Fascist/Military country:
Spain was perceived to be a "military country:"
" ... they dress in eighteenth or
nineteenth century uniforms ... they sell
arms ... they have a large aircraft
industry ... Latin countries like to be
military ... "
Some suggested to launch a campaign to root this misperception:
" ... take this perception out ... people
think it's still fascist ... I would never
put my foot in Germany ... not even one
dollar ... "
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Traveling to Spain from Miami:
The airfare between Miami and Spain was perceived to be
"astronomical." Some said that "it's close to $1000."
The flight from Miami to Spain was perceived to be between eight
and ten hours.
Some participants said that the distance between
Miami and Spain may be a hindrance for them to travel there ("I
don't want to use my vacation time on travel."
Participants in one group were aware that Iberia Airlines offers
a direct flight from Miami to Madrid.
Comparison of Spain with Latin Countries:
Some participants perceived Spain to be different from any other
Latin country:
" ... Spain would be nicer to visit than
Nicaragua ... ! wouldn't consider Spain
Latin ... It's completely European ... the
cultures are very different ... even the
language is different ... "
Some also argued that most countries in Latin America are thirdworld countries while Spain is perceived to be a "strong and
developed country."
Combination of travel to Spain with other Countries:
Some participants thought that " ... Spain should be seen by
itself ... there is so much to see ... " Others suggested that a
trip to Spain should be combined with a trip to Portugal.

BARRIERS TO TRAVEL TO SPAIN:

1.Prioe: Travel to Spain was perceived to be expensive,
especially the airfare:
" ... If the price was right I would like
to go to the Costa del Sol ... but the
price would have to be very right ... "
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or
" ... There are no deals ... I checked with
my travel agent ... I'd rather go to
another place for $1000 ... a package would
be an incentive ... "
2. Lack of Promotion:
" ... People don't even realize what there
is to see there ... there are no airline
ads about Spain ... I see many billboards
of Pan Am but nothing about Spain ... "
3. Spain is not perceived as a European country: " ... Most people
don't even know that Spain is in Europe ... "
4. "Reputation of a fascist country":

s. Lack of a perceived monument or activity that is affiliated
with Spain:
" ... I have an Arts degree ... you can go to
France to one billion museums ... in Spain
you hear only about Prado and Gaudi ... "
or
" ... I went to Paris to see the Eiffel
Tower, to London for Harrods ... there has
got to be a landmark in Spain ... you need
a specific point ... some type of a famous
store or a product that Americans can
relate to ... "
Another participant said that she would go to Spain if she had
"an excuse:"
" ... I would go to Spain if I had an
excuse ... I don't like their porcelain
that everybody brings back ... give me an
excuse ... "
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7. Perception that Spain is a "provincial country":

" ... It's very provincial there ... I am
worried about pasteurized cream ... It
bothers me ... I know somebody who came
back from Spain because she was
pregnant ... the doctors were horrible ... "
One participant added:
" ... Spain definitely lags behind the rest
of Europe ... a lot of boys that can't get
to medical schools here went to medical
schools in Spain ... "

s. Lack of historical context to the u.s:
" ... The original thirteen U.S. colonies
were British ... we are taught and
reinforced in school to think of
countries other than Spain ... we know that
Columbus came from there, and that was
the end of the story ... "
9. Perception of terrorism, violence and unstable government:

Some wanted reassurance that the "State Department would stay
behind you if something happens to you in Spain ... "

THE ROLE OF TRAVEL AGENTS:

Some participants said that travel agents were "not well informed"
about Spain:
" ... they say they don't have enough
information about it ... they have trips
just to Spain ... not with other
countries ... "
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EXPOSURE TO INFORMATION ABOUT SPAIN:

Most of the participants were not exposed to any promotion or
advertising about Spain.
Some participants had been exposed to a few ads about Spain: they
mentioned a radio campaign "a few years ago," an Iberia radio ad
("I liked the song") and the Miami Herald's Sunday travel section.
Others mentioned a few ads about condominium rentals in the
Costa del Sol. Some recalled a promotional campaign by Eastern
(?). The promotion was "buy one - get one free."
Other promotions were references of friends and relatives who
went there:
" ... They told me that I would rub my
shoulders with the elite of the world in
the Costa del Sol ... "
Some mistakenly reported that they saw Spanish dancers in EPCOT
center. They thought that Spain was one of the countries in the
"World's Showcase." Probably they referred to Mexico.

SUGGESTIONS FOR IMPROVING SPAIN'S PROMOTION IN THE MIAMI AREA:

Identification of Promotional themes:
The respondents wanted to be educated and more knowledgeable about
Spain:
" ... Describe the beauty of the country
and what there is to do there ... British
Airways advertising makes things in
England so exciting ... I wouldn't know
what to do when I get to Spain ... "
Some participants suggested to identify a unique and individual
theme that would be associated with Spain:
" ... market a particular thing ... like the
Eiffel tower or clothes in Paris ... maybe
lladro? ... leather ... "
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Some suggested to promote Spain as a "down-to-earth" destination:
" ... Spain would appeal to people who are
not into shirts and tie ... more to earth
people ... people who move from place to
place and do things without consent of
society ... "
One participant commented that the tourism industry is not
interested in "earth people."
Some suggested to reduce airfares ("the Spanish government should
do something about it") and promote Spain as a package
destination and to offer theme packages like wine country,
architecture, gourmet, Seville's gardens, or cathedral tours.
Some suggested to promote Spain as "a good value for money"
compared to other tourist destinations (e.g. "your $1000 will
last you a week in France but two weeks in Spain.")
Some suggested to include Spain as part of a European package or
tour ("somehow you don't see enough tours of Spain with other
countries."
Other participants suggested to promote the idea that Spain is "a
great friend to the u.s. 11
Some participants mentioned the Anniversary of Columbus' arrival
in America as a good promotional theme.
One participant suggested to promote the fact that jai alai was
originally from Spain.
Public Relations:
A. Feature Spain in nationwide prime time TV programs like
"Sixty minutes" or a documentary in the Travel Channel.
B. Involve Spain in the entertainment industry: shoot TV shows,
movies, etc.
Some suggested to bring folk dancing and other
Spanish indigenous performing arts to TOPA in Miami (Theater of
the Preforming Arts.)
C. Involve the Spanish Government Tourist Office in promotional
activities:
" ... I don't know if there is anybody in
Spain doing the same good things as the
Miami Convention Authority does for
Miami ... they need to sell to the
sellers ... "
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Advertising:
1. TV advertising:
Most participants favored TV advertising ("flood the
TV ... Princess Lines advertise all the time.") and suggested to
feature the beaches, golf courses, Spanish markets, bull fights,
and architecture.
Some suggested to show different destinations in Spain like
Barcelona, Seville, etc.
Some suggested to bring a personality ("like Paul Hogan") who
would sell Spain through TV advertising.
Some suggested Julio
Iglesias who also has a house in Miami.
2. Other:
A. Offer more package deals to Spain from Miami.
B. Give away a trip to Spain in TV contest shows.
C. Offer seminars to travel agents ("they would advertise Spain.")
D. Develop a brochure by the Spanish Government Tourist Office
and send it through the mail to certain households.
3. Identification of promotional slogans:
A. "Culture-vultures come to Spain"
B. "While in Europe do as the Europeans - vacation in Spain".
RESIDENTS OF THE MIAMI AREA WHO ARE MORE LIKELY TO GO TO SPAIN:

1. Yuppies
2. Mature and academically inclined
3. Hispanic residents of Miami
4. Sephardic Jews
5. Retired people "that have gone all places but Spain"
6. Convention/Conference market
7. Special interest groups: music, architecture etc.
8. Middle and upper income groups.
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MOTIVATION TO TRAVEL TO SPAIN:

The participants were not highly motivated to go to Spain in the
near future.
Some mentioned that "there are so many other
places I'd like to see first."
One participant said that she would like to go to Spain during
holy week (Semana Santa).
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PERCEPTIONS OF
NEW YORK RESIDENTS
WHO HAD VISITED SPAIN

PURPOSE:
The purpose of the focus group sessions was to identify
significant perceptions about Spain from New York residents who
had traveled to Spain and other foreign destinations.
In
particular, the discussions focused on their image of Spain as a
vacation destination, their experiences there, their motivation
to travel to Spain, and their exposure to promotion in the New
York area.
The methodology used was to start each discussion by introducing
broad issues of vacation travel, traveling to foreign
destinations, and incrementally narrow down to a full discussion
about Spain as a vacation destination.
GROUPS' CHARACTERISTICS:
Two focus groups were held in New York (Manhattan) on January 31
and February 1, 1990.
Each group consisted of 10-12 participants representing different
age groups and an array of ethnic, educational, occupational, and
economic backgrounds. The groups also consisted of an almost
equal representation of males and females.
All focus group members had visited a large number of foreign
destinations in the past five years including Spain.
PERCEPTION OF TRAVEL:
Respondents were probed to share their travel experiences, and
were asked "what comes to the top of their mind when thinking
about vacation travel."
The following themes were raised:
1. Price of the vacation:
price ... "

11

•••

I shop around very carefully for

2. Climate/weather of the destination.
3. Language/ability to communicate.
4. Time of the year when travel is intended: 11 • • • in the summer we
look for sightseeing. in the winter we look for good weather ... "

s. Sightseeing:

••• I
love going to the mountains where I can see
eagles ... " or • • • I like to see buildings and structures. they
are man's mark on earth ... "
11

11
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6. Activities at the destination: " ... what is there to do other
than sightseeing? ... "
7. Anticipation process: " ... getting away from my job ... "
8. Interest in having a "different" experience:
" ... If you go to India or Africa it's a
different world ... you see different life
style, the food is interesting ... I would
like to see what the natives are
like ... we met a lot of locals in
Spain ... "

PACKAGED TOURS VS. INDIVIDUAL ITINERARY:
The choice between package tour and individual travel appeared to
depend on the destination:
" ... depends of where you go ... in Israel
you can't see the country without a
guide ... there is so much to see ... you
can't get around in Kenya by your own ... "
Some said that tours are appropriate for the first visit to the
destination: " ... tours are for the first time ... the second time I
would like to explore on my own ... " One participant added:
" ... tours encourage you to go back because you realize you
haven't seen a lot ... "
Tours were also perceived as a social experience: " ... you get to
know people ... "
Some complained about the lack of knowledge of travel agents with
regard to tour sales:
" ... Most travel agents don't know a
lot ... they look in a book ... most agents
haven't even traveled ... we went to Spain
by our own ... Liberty Travel packages were
ridiculous ... the agents didn't know
anything ... "
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Package tours were not necessarily perceived to be cheaper than
making individual arrangements:
" ... when I went to Spain I did it on my
own ... I wouldn't save much more by going
on a package ... if I went on a different
season - it would be cheaper ... "
Tours were perceived to be more expensive for single people
because of payment requirement of a single supplement:
" ... tours are geared toward couples ... !
don't want to pay single supplement ... !
had to pay an extra $500 when I went to
Australia ... and extra $400 when I went to
Scandinavia ... I'd rather have my
•
privacy
... II
Some complained that tours were a tiring experience:
" ... tours are tiring ... you get to see a
lot but when you get back you need a
vacation ... "
THE DECISION MAKING PROCESS TO CHOOSE A PARTICULAR DESTINATION:

The participants were asked why they had chosen a particular
vacation destination. The following themes were raised:

1. Price:
" ... In 1973 Air India had a program to
take you to Bombay for $475 ... I went
there and I got to see a great deal of
India ... ! worked the program around the
bargain ... "

2. Frequent Traveler bonuses: " ... we went to places we could
never go to ... "
3. Life cycle: 11 • • • I am retired and I am looking for a place to
relocate ... this is why I went to Mexico ... "
4. Availability of Time: " ... in 1966 I had a long period of time
Off• • • II
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s.

To see countries studied or read about:
to see 3000 years of history ... "

11

6. Recommendations of friends and relatives:
because my friends raved about thenm ... 11

•••

11

I went to Israel

•••

I went to places

7. Advertising: 11 • • • I see Pan American ads on the subway everyday ... ! usually position myself near the ads when I go on the
subway ... "

s. The need for a change:
" ... You want to be in a different
setting ... for my dollar value I can have
a better vacation in Paris than in
Houston or Los Angeles ... besides there
are so many restrictions on air fares in
the U • S • • • II
or
" ... to get out of Manhattan, from the
hustle and bustle ... to go to different
countries that will give me a change from
New York ... the solitude of the Canadian
Rockies ... "
9. Opportunity to learn or speak the local language.
IMAGE OF SPAIN AS A VACATION DESTINATION:
The Decision Making Process to Choose Spain as a Destination:
Respondents were probed to share their reason for choosing Spain
as a vacation destination. They went to Spain for the following
main reasons:
1.

curiosity:
"a destination that I always wanted to
visit":
••• I
haven't been there before ... ! went
to Spain and I saw the things I wanted to
see ... I went to twenty-five cities ... "
11

2. Spanish music and dancing: " ... I went to see the flamenco ... "
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3.Inexpensive destination:
" ... It was originally very
inexpensive ... we stayed in Madrid in the
Palace Hotel for $68 ... last year they
wanted $262 ... for a fine meal you'll
spend $60 ... it used to be a bargain ... it
became very costly ... "

4. Business trip:

s. Spanish People: " ... Spaniards

are very gracious people ... " or
" ... my friend from South America ... she was raving about the men
in Spain and convinced me to go ... "

One participant said that her contact with Spaniards in New York
made her go there:
" ... I made a circle of Spanish friends
here ... once I visited Spain I felt like
home ... "

6. The Spanish Government Tourist Office:
" ... We went to the Spanish tourist
office ... they were much nicer than any
other tourist office ... they spent an hour
with us ... you feel better when you do
these things ... the Swiss intimidate
you ... "

7. Family background: " ... my grandmother came from Spain ... I
always wanted to go there ... "
Attractions Visited in Spain:
Spain's major attractions were perceived to be its historical
sites: " ... to see these hundreds of years old buildings ... "
Some participants agreed that Spain's tourists highlights were:
Barcelona, Toledo, Granada, Madrid, Santiago de Compostela,
Segovia, Avila, and Cordoba.
Some mentioned that the combination of sightseeing and two-three
days at the beach before returning to the U.S. is a good travel
plan.
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Local People and customs:
Spanish people were perceived to be friendly, helpful for
tourists ("they completely go out of their way"), and family
oriented: "their outlook for children is entirely different than
us, they love children."
Some were intrigued by the Spanish lifestyle: "you go to work at
ten in the morning ... you eat dinner at ten o'clock at night ... "
Some said that the attitude toward Americans was very positive:
"they'll adore you ... " Others said that Spaniards' attitude
toward Americans varied from region to region.
Language:
The language was not perceived to be a major barrier (" ... there
is always somebody that speaks English ... ")
Some complained about the lack of English knowledge of the
tourist services (" ... I called Iberia in Alicante and they
couldn't speak English ... " or " ... in Mijas I had to translate to
another tourist in the shop ... ")
Some said that getting along with local people was a part of the
adventure, even though some couldn't speak English ... "
Participants in one group thought that speaking the Spanish
language was helpful and increased their touristic satisfaction:
" ... If you speak the language they are
more receptive ... it does make a
difference ... you are taken more as a
family ... you blend in ... 11
Transportation:
Some mentioned the car, train, and bus as alternative ways
to travel in Spain.
Some expressed a concern over the cars with manual transmissions
that are offered by the local rental companies. Other drivers
complained about the lack of "good roads."
Some participants did not like the Spanish trains (" ... extremely
unreliable ... never on time ... ")
Some complained about the unavailability of non-smoking facilities.
One participant mentioned the Iberia domestic air pass for $198
that was not well promoted in the U.S.
Food and Beverage:
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Some participants didn't like the food in Spain:
" ... The food was awful ... you can't have
meat and you don't know what they serve
you. it's dog meat ... everything was
fried ... ! would rate the food as poor ... "
Some participants disagreed:
" ... I have had some lousy meals in
extremely expensive restaurants in New
York ... fish and seafood in Spain was
wonderful ... ! had some interesting beef
dishes that I enjoyed ... "
Some participants said that when they went to local food shops
"they were not over stocked like in Italy or France ... "
The participants did not like the fact that the restaurants in
Spain open late in the evening.
Participants in one group said that many believe that Spanish
food is similar to Mexican food:
" ... people are not familiar with Spanish
food ... there isn't any attempt to educate
the population what tapas are ... there are
many Spanish restaurants in New York but
it's Mexican food ... "
One participant said that this misperception is changing:
" ... Spaniards start to be known in New
York ... my boss said he wouldn't eat
Mexican food but rather Spanish food ... "
Accommodation Facilities:
The participants
"like everywhere
the fine hotels:
have a tie on at

agreed that accommodations in big cities were
else." Some complained about the high prices of
"The Ritz was $400 a day and men are required to
all times."

The consensus was that "one gets what he pays for." Spain has to
offer excellent hotels with all amenities, but on the other hand
moderate hotels were less pampering but had "an indigenous character." All hotel rooms in Spain were perceived to be clean.
Those who were familiar with the Paradores thought they were "the
best buy." They said that their shortcoming was that they were
outside the city.
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Some complained about climate control in hotel rooms:
" ... I was in Madrid in February ... it took
me four hotels until they turned the
heating on ... I finally found a hotel that
was run by a Swiss company ... "
The Large Metropolitans: Madrid and Barcelona:
"in Madrid I would never attempt to drive.
ble ... "

The traffic is terri-

Political situation:
Some participants associated Spain with the negative connotation
of Franco:
" ... People think the country was ruined
and want to wait a few years until Spain
will come back to life ... "
Shopping:
The jewelry and leather in Spain was supposed to be the "best."
Some complained that recent shopping in Spain did not yield "a
good value for money:"
" ... I found shopping in Madrid
expensive ... especially clothing. They
were not well made for the price ... "
Safety:
Spain was not perceived as a safe destination by some
participants:
" ... Spain wouldn't be safe for a woman
alone ... my friends told me that men are
aggressive in rural areas ... "
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Some disagreed:
••• I
basically think that Spain is safe.
There are a few places in Madrid that are
not safe ... I was shocked that they
discovered the drugs and punk ... but you
can find it everywhere ... "
11

Some added that the smaller hotels in Spain were very safe: "they
take a fatherly attitude ... you have to go through a porter ... "
Over-development:
Spain was perceived as the "Florida or California of Europe."
Some were concerned with the over-development of the beach resorts: 11 • • • so many buildings on the beach front ... we used to play
golf in the Costa del Sol but not anymore ... "
Comparison of Spain to Mexico:
The discussion of the comparison of Spain to Mexico was raised in
one group.
In general, the participants said that many U.S.
residents misperceive the difference between Spaniards and
descendants from other Latin countries:
••• I
am originally from Texas. There
are a lot of Hispanic people there but
there are not many immigrants from
Spain ... People lump Spain with Mexico,
Puerto Rico and South America ... "
11

The association of Spain with Mexico may be perceived as a hindrance:
••• a
lot of people have been to
Mexico ... there are a lot of problems
there ... people are not educated to
realize the difference between Spain and
Mexico ... "
11

One participant added:
• • • A lot of people think Spain is
in
South America or a part of Puerto
Rico ... they perceive everything to be the
same (as in South America or Puerto
Rico) ... Spain is perceived a country
south of the U.S ... "
11
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Comparison of Spain to the U.S:
While some of the San Francisco and Los Angeles groups perceived
Spain to be similar to the State of California, some New York
participants perceived Spain to be similar than the United
states:
" ... It's like the States ... it has everything: mountains, desert, beaches ... if
you are in Madrid you are centrally
located ... each region has its folklore
and different cuisines ... you never get
bored ... "
Iberia Airlines:
Participants of both groups had complaints about the national
airline:
" ... Iberia Airlines has a lot of
management problems ... Spain is still
unused to capitalism ... this is why they
don't advertise ... "
Another participant complained about delays and on board service:
" ... The flight was due to leave at 8:00
P.M. and we left at 2:00 A.M ... they treat
you like second class citizens ... I will
never take Iberia ... I had trouble with
them before ... "
or
" ... They have wonderful uniforms ... the
whole focus was on the uniform ... the
service was horrible ... the stewardesses
were sitting talking ... they always
overbook ... I was put on a waiting list on
a domestic flight ... "
or
" ... Iberia bumped me in the south of
Spain ... I was four hours in the
airport ... they told me that the best way
to connect to the U.S. was via
London ... we had to pay more money because
only first class seats were available to
London ... "
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Spain's affiliation with the New York Hispanic community:
Some participants thought that Spain should be promoted among New
York's Hispanic population (" ... there are more than 200,000
hispanics here ... ")
Others disagreed and said:
" ... The average Hispanic in New York has
zero relationships with Spain ... they go
to Miami on vacation ... "
Some said that the association of New York's Hispanics to Spain
may be a hindrance for promoting tourism to Spain:
" ... Here in the Metro area we have a lot
of Hispanic people that are drags ... they
can't do anything in their own countries
and they come here ... they are lumped
together with Spaniards from Spain ... "
One participant added:
" ... going to Spain to study
Spanish? ... big deal ... just get off the
subway in South Bronx ... "
Finally, some Hispanic participants said that the local media
does not promote Spain among the Hispanic community:
" ... Channels 41 and 47 do not believe in
Spain ... all the programs come from
Venezuela or Puerto Rico ... "
BARRIERS TO TRAVEL TO SPAIN:

1. Value for money in Spain:
" ... Spain has changed. When Franco was
alive the subway fare was three
pesetas ... we stayed at someone's home off
the beaten path and we went to the
local market ... there were no bargains
there now ... "
A young participant disagreed with this and said that he had
visited Spain in the past year and he "still could find a bargain."
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2. Lack of inexpensive trips from New York:
Some mentioned that Spain should be promoted as a cheap
destination by the airlines that serve it:
" ... They should sell price ... like KLM
does to Amsterdam ... you can spend a weekend in Europe for $479 ... It's on any AM
or FM station ... tease New York residents
to Madrid ... "

3. Spain has changed:
I visited Spain recently ... ! was
-surprised that everything was different
than in 1972 ... topless at the
beaches ... people smoked ... the whole
culture was different ... it seemed it is a
release of the Franco suppression of many
years ... "
11 • • •

4. The perception that Spain is already inundated with tourists:
"Spain has all the business that they
can handle ... I don't think they can
handle more ... they want people from
Europe ... "

s. Lack of flights from Newark airport.
6. No direct flights from the New York to smaller cities in
Spain: (" ... you always have to go through Madrid or
Barcelona ... ")
7. Language barrier: "I don't speak the language ... when I was in
Spain I had to stick to major urban areas."

a. Political situation and bad perception of Franco era.
9. Concern over safety.
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EXPOSURE TO INFORMATION ABOUT SPAIN:
Some participants were exposed to some promotion about Spain,
mainly in the New York Times, cable TV, and Airline ads.
Some complained on a recent misleading ad for "buy one get one
free" by an airline that flies to Spain: " ... the catch was that
you had to buy a business class ticket for $1400 in order to take
a companion free"
Some said that Spanish tourism companies are not promoting Spain
enough:
" ... They are doing nothing ... they are not
catering to the masses ... You can always
see Pan Am ads on the busses of New York
but never of Iberia ... "
SUGGESTIONS FOR IMPROVING SPAIN'S PROMOTION IN THE NEW YORK AREA:
Identification of Promotional themes:
Some suggested to promote the weather issue (" ... Caribbean sells
itself because of the weather ... ") as well as its cultural
heritage ("Flamenco, Spanish Operettas.")
Some participants thought the upcoming 1992 Olympic games would
be a good advertising tool.
Some disagreed and said that during
the Olympic games period travel to Spain should be avoided.
One participant suggested to offer a "promotional package" for
Spain: "Friendliness, atmosphere, beautiful cities for one price"
"everybody in New York is into shopping for bargains because
we have a lot to choose from." Others added that sightseeing,
beaches, and skiing should be added into the "package."
They suggested to include Spain's diversity ("like Hogan is doing
to Australia.") They also suggested to produce a commercial that
will illustrate Spain's good value for money (" ... you can do the
same thing in Spain as in France for less money ... ")
Also, to
reinforce the fact that Spain is in Western Europe.
Some suggested to promote the Paradores ("most people don't know
what Paradores are."
Some suggested to mention Spain's beaches: " ... it's not far away
to go to the beaches ... you might have been to Florida ten
times ... "
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Some suggested to produce movies about Spain: " ... something like
Crocodile Dundee will be selling Spain ... you should give a taste
of liberated Spain ... "
Finally, some suggested to emphasize the goodwill of the Spanish
tourist product among the Europeans: " ... discover what the Europeans discovered ... if it's good for them - it's good for the
Americans ... "
Public Relations:
1. Organize "Spanish fairs" that will feature Spanish products
and by so doing increase public's interest in Spain.

Advertising:
1. Newspapers/Magazines:
Some suggested travel editorials in magazines. Others suggested
specific magazines like European Travel and Life, Travel Leisure,
New York Magazine and Lookout Magazine (the English speaking
magazine of Spain).
2. TV advertising:

The participants suggested to offer a series of visual ads that
would enable people to visualize Spain and its attraction variety.
Some suggested to show more documentaries about Spain on Public
Television.
3. Other:

1. New York subway or bus shelters.
2. Billboards (in Manhattan and outside Manhattan).
3. Promotional campaigns of the airlines:

" ... British Airways and TWA offer a
round-trip to London or Paris for $300.
Why can't they do it for Spain? ... It's
hard to turn down a flight for $300."
or
• • • Sabena and KLM try to get people to
their countries with cheap off season
tickets ... why hasn't Iberia hasn't caught
up with this idea? ... "
11
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4. Suggested advertising slogans:
1. The 500 Anniversary of the discovery of America by Columbus:
"We helped discover America - it's time you discover Spain."
RESIDENTS OF THE NEW YORK AREA THAT ARE MORE LIKELY TO GO TO
SPAIN:
1. Hispanic population: "Spain should advertise in the subway both
in English and in Spanish."
2. Middle age (without children).
3. Families.
4. Experienced travelers to Europe ("Spain is not a destination
for first time travelers to Europe.")
5. People who are interested in beaches and night life.
6. Educated travelers ("broad minded.")
7. Special interest groups (e.g wine country tour, antiques.)
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PERCEPTIONS OF
NEW YORK RESIDENTS
WHO HAD NEVER VISITED SPAIN

PURPOSE:
The purpose of the focus group sessions was to identify relevant
perceptions of New York residents who traveled extensively to
foreign destinations but had never visited Spain.
In particular,
the discussions focused on the image of Spain as a vacation
destination, motivation to travel to Spain, and exposure to
Spanish promotional campaigns in the New York area.
As in similar focus groups conducted in other metropolitan areas,
the methodology used was to start each discussion by introducing
broad issues of vacation travel. The discussion was then focused
on travel to foreign destinations, and incrementally narrowed
down to a full discussion of Spain as a vacation destination.

GROUPS' CHARACTERISTICS:
Two focus groups were held in New York City (Manhattan) on January 31 and February 1, 1990.
Each oi the groups consisted of 10-12 participants representing
different age groups and an array of ethnic, educational,
occupational, and economic backgrounds. The groups also
consisted of nearly equal representation of males and females.
All focus group members had visited a large number of foreign
destinations in the past five years but had never visited Spain.

PERCEPTION OF TRAVEL:
The participants were asked to report "what comes first to their
mind when they think about traveling on vacation." The respondents indicated the issues of:

1. Rest and relaxation: " ... getting away from my ordinary environment ... different environment than my nine-to-five Monday to
Friday world ... "
2. Security: "hijacking ... plane crushing, especially lately ... "
3. Weather: " ... when is a good time to go there? ... "
4. Price.

s. Comfort: " ... accommodation ... ! thought I was going to a nice
hotel but it wasn't ... "
6. Anticipation process: " ... planning months in advance is
exciting ... "
7. Exposure to a different culture: " ... going to foreign
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countries ... being exposed to another culture and food ... "
RECOLLECTIONS FROM TRAVELING OVERSEAS:
Most respondents had an extensive travel experience to countries
around the world including Western and Eastern Europe, the
Middle East, Africa, Asia, the Caribbean Islands, Canada and
Mexico.
The respondents were concerned with the ability to experience the
"non-tourist" aspect of the destination:
11
••• I
don't want to be a tourist ... ! like
to ask the locals ... ! resist going where
tourists go ... I went to Scotland and we
visited every small village ... they were
fairly warm ... "

Some participants emphasized the importance of "being accepted"
by the locals:
11
••• I
found the Scandinavians very
friendly ... they would invite you to their
homes ... Israel was great ... they wanted me
to see their country and to see their
homes ... "

or
" ... Sometimes you are more accepted ... !
feel comfortable in London ... also in
Malta ... but when I get to France I feel
like a tourist ... French people are
distant ... "
Some people mentioned that a trip overseas makes them appreciate
more the lifestyle in the U.S.: " ... sometimes when you leave the
country you are privileged to see how fortunate you are ... "
One of the most dominant motifs that was associated with foreign
travel was the language barrier. Some participants thought that
11
• • • it was
a challenge to go to countries where they don't speak
your language ... " Some also thought that it was always useful to
know a few words of a foreign language ('' ... the French are
friendly when you speak their language ... ")
One participant said that she was "scared" because she couldn't
speak the foreign language.
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Finally, some acknowledged the cultural shock when visiting a
foreign country: " ... even among English people ... in England they
had different utensils - a fish fork ... "

CHOOSING A PARTICULAR DESTINATION; The decision making process:
The decision of where to go on vacation was a process of a few
considerations:

1. Weather:
" ... you go to the Caribbean because you want sun,
sand, and surf ... "
2. Food: " ... I like to taste different foods around the world ... I
am a food editor to a magazine ... "
3. Friends and relatives at the destination: " ... I went to
Ireland to see my relatives ... " A black participant said: " ... I
went to Africa to look for my uncle ... "
4. Friends and relatives at home:
" ... They tell you to go there
because they had a good time ... " or " ... I had an opportunity to
go to Hong Kong to visit my daughter ... "

s. Family cycle: " ... When our children were small we built our
vacations for them ... now we choose our destinations ... "
6. Business:

" ... I had to go to Pakistan on business ... "

7. Curiosity: " ... I want to go to a place I haven't been
before ... like China, Egypt ... " or " ... I always wanted to see the
Far East ... I got there and my wishes were fulfilled ... "
8. Veteran visits: " ... I was a soldier in Europe during the
war ... I wanted to go back ... "
9. History and Education: " ... I went to England because I studied
their literature ... I am fascinated by Italian culture: the people, the art, the food ... "
10. Advertising: " ... those brochures ... they invite your
curiosity ... "
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PACKAGED TOURS VS. INDIVIDUAL ITINERARY:

The issue of going overseas with tours or individually was raised
at a certain point of the discussion. All participants
acknowledged the advantages and the disadvantages of package
tours and individual travel.
Package tours were perceived to be more appropriate when the
travel was to a destination with a language barrier.
Some acknowledged the convenience importance of tours:
" ... we didn't have to wait in line ... a
bus took us from one country to
another ... also, you get to see
more ... people explain to you more about
the country and its history ... "
Tours were also perceived to be appropriate for people with a
limited budget.
The major disadvantage of tours was perceived to be the "lack of
freedom":
" ... they tie you to a schedule ... ! had to
get up at a certain time ... ! wanted to
spend more time in a museum ... "
Some mentioned that part of the fun of planning a trip is to
" ... pick the destination, and collect information through research about the destination ... "
Some participants said that they combine tours and individual
travel in their itinerary (" ... I take tours for a couple of days
until I meet somebody ... "
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IMAGE OF SPAIN AS A VACATION DESTINATION:
Spain was first perceived as an "upbeat, friendly, warm
destination" with "good food and wine."
Some perceived Spain to be a picturesque destination with "beautiful ports, beaches (some mentioned nude beaches), and different
cultures." Some also mentioned bull fights, Flamenco, "a lot of
golf resorts," and antiques. One participant was aware of the
skiing opportunities in Spain.
Art collections, architecture (some mentioned Moorish), and music
and dance were also attributed to Spain as entertainment and
cultural attractions.
Some mentioned the Costa del Sol, the Basque country, Seville,
and Toledo.
Some acknowledged Hemingway's affiliation with Spain.
Attractions:
Spain was perceived to be a large country with a lot of "unspoiled
land."
Some acknowledged the variety of attractions to be found in
Spain: museums (Goya, El Greco), beaches, and skiing as major
attractions of Spain.
Uniqueness of Spain compared to other European countries:
Spain was perceived to be a unique tourist destination.
Some
mentioned that " ... it is the only country in Europe where Moslems
and Christians collided ... "
Others thought that the main theme in Spain is culture.
Some perceived Spain as an attractive destination for sun, sea,
and sand:
" ... my uncle moved to Spain, somewhere
outside Barcelona ... It's the place to go
for a week to stay on the beach ... "
Local People and customs:
The Spanish people were perceived to be "friendly and warm" with
a "Mediterranean mentality of warmth."
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Some participants perceived Spaniards to be "very sophisticated"
( ... you hear about their aristocracy ... their culture ... " Some,
however, perceived Spaniards to be "primitives" and "peasants."
Spanish people were perceived to be "open, warm, caring" in spite
the fact that we are Americans.
The Spanish families were perceived to be large with "a lot of
kids."
Some perceived Spanish lifestyle to be "slower" - a fact that may
"turn off" some tourists.
Language:
Spain was perceived to be a good vacation spot where one can use
a learned language.
The Spanish language was not perceived as a barrier:
" ... Living in New York and having such a
large Spanish population . . . probably
everybody has heard a few words in
Spanish ... "
One Hispanic woman emphasized the difference in dialects of the
Spanish language:
" ... I'm Hispanic ... Spanish there (in
Spain) is different ... they speak
Castellano ... sometimes I don't understand
the J and C sounds ... "
Some participants also thought that English was widely spoken in
large Spanish cities.
Some also added that in Spain, English is
taught as a second language.
Finally, some participants said that not knowing the language
would not hinder them from going to Spain.
Transportation:
The domestic transportation in Spain was not perceived to be
"sophisticated" or "rapid": " ... I don't think their
transportation is great ... ! think they are on the horse and buggy
era ... " Some had a negative perception of Spanish rail travel:
" ... I'm not sure if the trains run well ... I've heard horror
stories about Spanish trains ... "
Many of the participants lacked knowledge about traveling options
in Spain. They perceived "a lot of busses," and some heard from
friends that "the roads were adequate ... "
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Some added that they would hesitate to drive in Spain but others
said that they would rent a car or go on a bicycle tour in Spain.
Food and Beverage:
Some of the participants were familiar with Spanish food: " ... my
wife and I eat out a lot ... my favorite restaurant is a Spanish
restaurant by the Washington Bridge ... "
Some perceived the Spanish food to be spicy, with a lot of fish
dishes.
The Spanish food in Spain was perceived to be different than the
Spanish food in the U.S:
" ... Spanish food in New York is not the
same as Spanish food in Spain ... You can
order a dish but it tastes different
there ... Paella in Spain and Paella in New
York are different ... it will be authentic
there ... ! am sure it's better than
here ... "
One group had a consensus that Spanish food was very different
than Mexican food (" ... New Yorkers are more sophisticated ... in
Los Angeles they lump it all together ... ")
Accommodation Facilities:
Accommodation facilities were perceived to be "very good" or
"luxurious" in large cities (" ... they have all the international
hotels ... " Accommodation in the smaller cities were perceived to
be "not as elegant." Some of Spain's tourist class hotels were
perceived to be "super reasonable").
Some had a negative perception about Spanish hotel comfort:
" ... Bathrooms are not in the same
room ... in some places they will charge
you extra for taking showers during the
day ... my friends told me this ... "
The participants acknowledged that Spain is geared towards the
tourist industry ("Spain is demanded and they would have to keep
the standards ... ") and consequently, "they would have a concern
for their guests' comfort ... "
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Participants in one group were aware of the Paradores:
" ... they are run by the Spanish Tourist
office ... You have to stay a minimum of
five nights ... that's a major
commitments ... "
The European tourists:
" ... a lot of Europeans flock to Spain ... "
Length of Stay in Spain:
The length of stay in Spain was perceived to be dependent on
the purpose of visit.
Some mentioned that they would like to
spend a week in the Costa del Sol.
Others mentioned that a trip to Spain should last 12-16 days
(" ... I went to Italy for three weeks ... ! thought I would see a
lot but I didn't ... ")
The length of stay in Spain was also a function of available
vacation time and vacation budget.
Weather:
The weather in Spain was perceived to be "delightfully warm."
Some mentioned that the travel brochures they had seen always
illustrated Spain's sunny beaches.
Some said that Spain may not be warm year-round: "I have a friend
who went there and showed me a picture of Madrid with snow ... "
Spanish Cities:
Some had a positive perception of Spanish cities:
" ... I saw a documentary about
Barcelona ... their big cities are very
cosmopolitan ... Spain is getting a different character ... a lot of business ... "
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Traveling to Spain from New York:
The respondents commented that easy access to the
destination is important:
" ... People want to go to destinations
that are not so far away ... destinations
that are easy to get to and back ... "
The number of direct flights from New York to Spain was perceived
to be limited. The participants mentioned that while there were
many direct flights from New York to London, Paris, and Frankfurt
- there were not as many to Spain. Traveling to Spain was perceived to be through a connecting hub ("you have to stop somewhere ... ")
Consequently, travel to Spain was perceived to be more expensive
compared to travel to other European destinations:
" ... It costs more to get there because
there are not many airlines that go
there ... only Iberia goes there and they
have a limited schedule to certain days
and times ... "
Some participants were also concerned whether travel to Spain
would enable them to get frequent flyer mileage credit.
Some participants were aware of Iberia airlines and said that
they " ... always liked to take the airline of the country they
travel to ... it's a good start ... "
BARRIERS TO TRAVEL TO SPAIN:

1. Distance: Although the distance between New York and
Spain was not perceived to be a barrier, some participants
thought that Spain is far away:
" ... It takes three hours to get to the
Caribbean and seven hours to get to
Spain ... I take five days off during the
winter and I wouldn't want to spend
fifteen hours commuting ... "
2. Food: " ... nothing worse than being in a country where you
can't eat the food ... "

3. Political issues: " ... It hasn't been in the front page for a
while ... people associate Spain with Franco ...
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4. Spain is not associated with other European countries:
" ... For some reasons, I don't associate
Spain with England ... I associate it with
Portugal ... Other countries in Europe seem
to be common to each other ... France,
Germany, Italy, Switzerland are on the
European tour.
Spain is not in the
circuit ... you always had a different tour
to Spain and Portugal ... •1
One veteran added:
" ... Americans were very exposed to many
countries in Europe during the war ... they
went back to visit these
countries ... Spain was unknown during the
war ... "
Some perceived Spain to be "off the beaten path" The disassociation of Spain from Europe was not only geographical but also
psychological:
" ... It's off the continent not only
geographically but also psychologically ... Spain is not really American
roots ... they (immigrants) came from all
parts of Europe which are not in the
Spanish peninsula ... Even Africa may
represent American background ... "
or
" ... I usually look for the geographical
direction, Spain would be out of the
way ... I would loose a lot of time ... "
Some described Spain as a "next in line" destination:
" ... If I had two weeks to take, Spain
would not be my only destination ... there
are so many other countries in
Europe ... somehow Spain is next in
line ... "
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Some also added that the Spanish Government Tourist Board
"haven't defined what Spain is ..• 11 :
" ... France has the romance and
food ... Italy has the coin
fountains ... Switzerland is snow and
ski ... there is no definition for Spain
other that it is a good bargain ... "

s. Spain is associated with other Latin countries:
Some suggested since Spain is not associated as "a part of
Europe" many potential travelers would be "picking up the
negatives of South America, Central America and Mexico ... "
6. Spain is associated with the

u.s.

Hispanic culture:

" ... You are inundated here in New York
with the Hispanic culture ... why would I
want to go there? ... It's the same like
going to the (Caribbean) islands ... "
Although the participants were aware that Spain is dissimilar to
the Caribbean Islands, many admitted that Spain is "Competitive
perceptually" to the Caribbean Islands.
7. Weather: Spanish weather was perceived to "coincide"
seasonally with New York weather. Consequently, people prefer to
go to other distant destinations like South America or Australia
that are perceived to be warmer during the winter months.
EXPOSURE TO INFORMATION ABOUT SPAIN:

The majority of the participants were not exposed to any
promotion about Spain. One participant recalled an ad ''with the
word "Espana" and many colors around it." Other participants
read a few short articles about Spain in the New York Times
Sunday's "travel" and "what's doing" sections.
Some mentioned that they had seen advertising for Spain in
various travel magazines "with the same sun/solar logo again and
again ... "
Some recalled a TV ad of Iberia but couldn't remember what was it
about. Some mentioned that they recalled a slogan contest for
Spain sponsored by Iberia. Others recalled TWA sun spot destination in the New York Subway.
Participants in one group were aware of extensive advertising of
the Costa del Sol.
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SUGGESTIONS FOR IMPROVING SPAIN'S PROMOTION IN THE NEW YORK AREA:
Identification of Promotional themes:
The participants suggested to "define" Spain in its promotional
campaigns.
The promotional campaigns should be focused on a few
things and provide information about the trip planning ("who
flies there? ... TWA, Pan Am? ... how easy is to get there? a sixhour flight? ... ) and tourist points of interest (" ... basically we
are not educated about Spain ... there is too much unknown ... tell
me it's worth going there ... ") One participant commented at the
end of the discussion that Spain was still mysterious to him.
Some suggested to emphasize the safety issue of Spain: "South
America and Mexico do not have a good reputation ... "
Others suggested to emphasize the economic benefits of going to
Spain:
" ... Money is a major consideration ... Since many Europeans are rushing
there you probably get much more for your
money ... it's a very economical place to
visit ... "
Some suggested to include in the promotion a comparison of prices
between Spain and other European destinations: " ... show dinner
prices in Paris, Rome and Madrid ... "
Another theme that was important to many participants was the
association of Spain with Europe. Many package tours and individual itineraries should include Spain.
Some suggested to include the shopping aspect of Spain (" ... it's
supposed to be good ... this is what attracts people to Hong
Kong ... "
Spain should also be promoted as a healthy country "where
tourists need not worry about food and drinking water"
Some suggested to build a "think Spain" theme so people could
recall a particular monument or landscape (" ... like the Eiffel
Tower ... '' Some suggested a Moorish architecture, Gaudy Cathedrals etc.
Some suggested to use the following promotion slogan: "Spain the Gateway to Europe."
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Public Relations:
1. Give free trips to Spain in TV game shows.
2. Arrange a Spanish week'' in one of the department stores (e.g
Bloomingdales.)
3. Bring a major Spanish art exhibit that "would prick one's
curiosity."
4. Offer Spanish festivals in various locations in New York.
Advertising:
The respondents reached a consensus that Spain is not advertised
sufficiently .
1. Newspapers/Magazines:
Travel writing in magazines like Contest Travel and Gourmet.
2. TV advertising:
The popular ad of "Come back to Jamaica" was mentioned.
The
participants said that by showing "dozens of things in three
minutes - the word Jamaica, or Spain, in our case, can be in your
mind."
TV ads should include night life, food, "beauty of the country
side, metropolitan cities, and smiling faces of people, even
speaking broken English.
Some also suggested to show the modern
hotels, cars, and roads.
RESIDENTS OF NEW YORK WHO ARE MORE LIKELY TO GO TO SPAIN:

1. Older people (" ... they have the resources ... ")
Some older
participants suggested to use the word "youth" in the
promotional campaigns " ... you don't want to make it a retirement community ... "
2. Experienced travelers who had been to other European
destination (" ... those who haven't been to Europe would not get
there first ... ")
3. People who are interested in culture (" ... like art seekers,
museum groups, teachers ... ")
4. People who are on a limited budget: (" ... people who are
interested in bargains ... younger people who don't have a lot of
money ... ")
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5. Middle age groups (30-50):
beaches and night life ... ")

(" ... they are interested in the

6. People that are concerned with health and beauty
7. Jewish people who are interested in old Jewish life in Spain.
MOTIVATION TO TRAVEL TO SPAIN:

The motivation to go to Spain was mixed. Those who wanted to go
there thought it was a good value for money. People who wanted
to go there said that they would spend about a week to ten days
in Spain.
Those who didn't want to go perceived Spain to be a "Mysterious
destination." It appeared that the lack of knowledge about Spain
was a major hindrance (" ... they have to define its
uniqueness ... ")
Others admitted that Spain was not the "first choice" on their
- list, Lut they would visit it as a combination trip to other
countries like Morocco, Portugal, or Italy.
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PERCEPTIONS OF
SAN FRANCISCO RESIDENTS
WHO HAD VISITED SPAIN

PURPOSE:
The purpose of the focus group sessions was to identify
significant perceptions about Spain from San Francisco residents
who traveled to Spain and other foreign destinations.
In
particular, the discussions focused on the image of Spain as a
vacation destination, their experiences there, motivation to
travel to Spain, and exposure to promotion in the San Francisco
area.
The methodology used was to start each discussion by introducing
broad issues of vacation travel, traveling to foreign
destinations, and incrementally narrow down to a full discussion
about Spain as a vacation destination.
GROUPS' CHARACTERISTICS:
Two focus groups were held in San Francisco, California on
January 10 and 11, 1990.
Each of the groups consisted of 10-12 participants representing
different age groups and an array of ethnic, educational,
occupational, and economic backgrounds. The groups also
consisted of almost equal representation of males and females.
All focus group members had visited a large number of foreign
destinations in the past five years including Spain.
PERCEPTION OF TRAVEL:
Respondents were probed to share their travel experiences, and
were asked "what comes to the top of their mind when thinking
about vacation travel."
The following themes were raised:
1. Change of atmosphere: " ... getting away from it all. .. " " ... go
to a new and unusual place ... " " ... excitement of being away ... "
2. New experiences: " ... something new and unusual ... exploring
different habits of people around the world ... "
3. Planning process of the trip: " ... the planning
excitement ... re search and learning before going ... "
4. Time to be spent at the destination: " ... that I would have
enough time to see everything ... "
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s. Language communication in foreign destinations: " ... get to
know the language of the people ... people open up if you speak
their language ... "
6. Destination choice: " ... where to go on vacation ... "
PACKAGED TOURS VS. INDIVIDUAL ITINERARY:
The choice between package tour and individual travel appeared to
depend on:
1. Availability of time: " ... If you get the time you can take an
individual tour .... "
2. The destination:
" ... depends where you go ... in Machu Fichu
you need a tour ... you feel more
secure ... but in some parts of the world
you can feel comfortable enough to
explore by yourself ... "
3. Age of travelers.
4. Tour operator's reputation: " ... depends on the (travel)
business that sets it up ... travel agency reputation ... "
4. Language barrier: Some participants said that they take a
package tour to places where they don't speak the language.
Some
disagreed and said " ... you can always ask a child ... they learn
English at school. .. in Moscow a lot of the kids spoke English ... "
Finally, some participant said that it was " ... too abusive to go
on package tours ... they are okay if you want to see everything in
a hurry ... "
THE DECISION MAKING PROCESS TO CHOOSE A PARTICULAR DESTINATION:
The participants who were experienced world travelers said that
they chose a particular destination to because of "different
experiences" that they wanted to have in the countries they went
to.
Some people said that they preferred to travel to
destinations they had never been before: 11 • • • I want to see
different places ... New Mexico is different ... "
"Acceptance of Americans" by friendly nations was also an
important issue.
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Some mentioned that they went to a particular destination because
of the sightseeing or recreational activities they planned to do
there: " ... I went to Yugoslavia to ski and to Spain to learn
Spanish ... " or " ... I went to see the geology in Turkey .. it was
wonderful ... " One participant said that religious pilgrimage
motivated him to travel to Jerusalem.
Visual Image of the destination was also a motivator to go to a
particular destination. One participant said that:

" ... I pick a place because I had seen a
picture of it for many years ... when I was
in high school I saw pictures of
Stonehenge in England or Mach Pichu ... "
The curiosity to see these places motivated him to compare the
destination with his visual image: " ... if your picture is similar
to your destination - you are lucky ... "
contact with local ethnic groups also inspired to choose a
particular destination:

" ... Here (in San Francisco) you learn to
know people of many nationalities ... we
are a small city and it's also a port
city ... we want to go and see their
culture ... "
Other influences mentioned were:
Word of mouth advertising: " ... people tell you about places and
you get excited about them ... "
Learning experience: Some people were motivated to travel because
they wanted to learn about the particular destination or the
language of the country.
Some participants said that reading
about a particular destination motivated them to go there.
Perceived reputation of the destination: " ... Most people want to
see France, England, Germany, Spain and Portugal ... ! want to
check these countries for myself ... "
The impact of friends and relatives: " ... When I travel I like to
share my experiences with somebody else ... " or 11 • • • I go to places
over again and again where there is family ... "
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IMAGE OF SPAIN AS A VACATION DESTINATION:
The Decision Making Process to Choose Spain as a Destination:
Respondents were probed to share their reason for choosing Spain
as a vacation destination. They went to Spain because of the
following main reasons:
1. History: " ... The excitement of Spanish explorers coming
over ... Alhambra ... "
2. Friends and relatives in Spain: " ... we were invited to a
wedding ... the wedding was canceled but we went anyway ... " or
" ... I had a place to stay ... friends lived there ... "
3. Perception of Spain as a unique destination: for example, a
romantic destination, art and architecture. As one woman
described:
" ... It's very unique ... their
clothes ... you feel like you're on an
island ... it's like another planet ... I've
heard it's more westernized now ... "
4. Local Hispanic Influence: " ... people here speak Spanish ... "

s. Positive Perception of Spanish people: " ... the people in Spain
are wonderful ... they are eager to learn ... it's worth going
there ... " Another participant added:
" ... they (Spanish) know how to
party ... they are friendly to
tourists ... they have a lot of patience
for foreigners ... "
6. Inexpensive destination.
7. Climate.

a. word of mouth advertising: " ... I heard from people who had
been there that it was great ... "
9. Proximity to other destinations: " ... I wanted to go to
Africa ... "
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Attractions Visited in Spain:
The participants were probed to share with the group what
attracted them in Spain.
It is interesting to note that the
participants, who had traveled to Spain, did not refer to many
specific attractions, but rather described broad and subjective
perceptions of Spain's attractiveness. This may be consistent
with previous findings of a perception that Spain does not have a
unique monument (like Big Ben or Eiffel Tower) to refer back to.
The following descriptions were discussed:

1. Culture was a repeated theme by many participants.
2. History was also important to many participants: " ... Plaza
Mayor in Salamanca ... the history ... the old university ... we loved
the Alhambra ... it was more beautiful than we expected ... "
Another participant added:
" ... they combine past history with
landscaping ... you realize how old it
is ... you can feel the sweat it took to
built these thousand-year churches ... "

3. Different Environment: " ... You have the feeling that you are
in another country ... you eat at 9 P.M ... " or " ... the fiestas ... we
don't have anything like this ... " One participant added:
" ... I remember the colors, the
lights ... Salamanca when the sun goes
down ... it lights the stone ... it's
. ... "
amazing

4. Unique experiences: " ... one of my sons went to Pamplona just
to run with the bulls ... "

s. Landscaping:
" ... the gardens ... the flowers ... the
streets of Valencia lined with Orange
trees ... they take a lot of pride of their
vegetation ...
One participant said that she liked the mountains and water in
Spain.

6. Similarity to California:
Some participants perceived Spain to be similar to California:
" ... People here are skiing, see the wine country ... "
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The respondents were probed to report specific attractions
that they recalled from their visit(s) to Spain. They mentioned
the Paradores, Alcazar (in Seville), Castles and Fortresses
"that you can see vistas for miles and old cathedrals." While in
one group no specific names were mentioned, another group
referred to: Madrid, Toledo, Costa del Sol, Seville, Barcelona,
St. Sebastian, Malaga, Granada, and Cordoba. The Prado Museum
was a familiar attraction. One participant suggested to "light
up" the museum.
Local People and customs:
Spanish people were perceived very positively.
her experience:

One woman shared

" ... I had a wonderful experience in
Madrid ... ! broke my arm in a restaurant
and the waiter helped me get assistance ..
. a doctor came along ... their medical
treatment was as good as here ... I didn't
have to pay cash at the hospital that
night ... "
Some participants added that " ... if your attitude is nice you'll get it back ... " Another man said: "everybody there wears
a beret ... you buy it and you join the group (of local
residents) ... "
One male commented about the women in Spain: " ... the girls are
beautiful ... they are attractive looking people ... " A young
female, however, had a different opinion:
" ... The men were very rude ... people in my
age group were not very nice ... In San
Francisco people help you ... the men there
have no inhibitions about touching
women ... "
Some participants said that their friends had bad experiences
with Spaniards and that they were "ripped off." Others concluded
that Spaniards were nice "as long as you are not the ugly
American tourist": " ... there are many unpleasant American
tourists ... they think they own the world ... "
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Transportation:
Car rental was perceived the most appropriate way to travel in
Spain: " ... The best way to go is to rent a car ... for Americans
distances in this country are nothing ... it's like driving from
here (San Francisco) to Los Angeles ... "
The majority of the participants rented cars in Spain. One
participant shared the limitations of driving a car in Spain:
11
• • • in Barcelona parking was horrible ... I
paid for overnight
parking more than I paid for my hotel room ... " Another
participant added: " ... depends where you go ... in the
Mediterranean areas there are many people and there is a lot of
trouble ... you don't need a car ... "
Another comment was made with regard to bad parking facilities:
11
••• I
could have parked my car in the pot holes ... this is why I
got flat tires ... "
Some shared their bad driving experiences: " ... the roads are
dangerous ... no street lights ... " Another participant added:
••• I
couldn't read the road signs in
Spanish ... they put EXIT signs after the
actual exit ... ! had to calculate the exit
locations from a map ... there are no pay
phones on the road ... ! was going to leave
my car on the highway ... "
11

The public transportation was perceived to be adequate.
Some
participants went by bus and said that they had no problems and
that the system was "reliable."
Taxis were perceived to be affordable. Some mentioned that they
rented taxis on a daily basis.
Trains were also perceived to be an adequate mode of
transportation. However, one participant said that she heard
"horrible stories about trains in Spain."
Language:
Speaking Spanish was perceived an advantage for tourists in
Spain: 11 • • • Por favor and gracia opened me a lot of doors ... "
The participants also acknowledged that 11 • • • in Spain English has
been a priority like in other countries ... " However, some
experienced difficulties:
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" ... I lost my baggage and I couldn't
communicate with Iberia personnel ... they
couldn't help me with their broken
English ... " ..
One participant who spoke the Spanish language said that there
weren't enough facilities for non Spanish-speaking tourists:
" ... I speak Spanish ... ! had no
difficulties ... however, there weren't
enough facilities for non-Spanish
speaking tourists ... ! had to translate to
English ... no maps, booklets, tourist
offices ... they have them in France even
in small towns ... "
Food and Beverage:
Spain was perceived to be as a "healthy and clean" destination
country where "you can drink the water ... "
Some compared the food in Spain to the food in the U.S:
" ... In America things are processed ... the
sandwiches there (in Spain) are
excellent ... the culture of ham is
hilarious ... we went to a museum about
ham ... "
Many participants did not like the food in Spain.
They thought
it was bland, no diversity, and with "too much frying." Some
participants had a "cultural shock" with respect to some menu
items: " ... they served a whole fish with its teeth showing ... they
always had pork ... " or " ... they don't serve vegetables in their
restaurants ... it's either salad or beef ... " One participant
added that she had difficulties in getting milk with her coffee.
Some, however, mentioned the "great seafood" of Spain and the
common cooking with olive oil which "is good for your health."
One participant said that he had the "best leg of lamb" in Spain.
Some participants enjoyed the tapas bars:
" ... you can get a good variety of
tapas ... we used to eat in a few places
three times a day ... the tapas were fairly
cheap ... "
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Some mentioned that Spain is not a good destination for budget
travelers:
" ... If you're on a budget it's not for
you ... in Germany the supermarkets
have everything ... you can live there like
a king ... but not in Spain .... ! couldn't
find whole wheat bread ... it's all junk
food ... "
Some mentioned that currently one can get a variety of ethnic
foods in Spain.
Some said that many Spanish restaurants in San Francisco
"mexicanize" their food and consequently people perceive Spanish
and Mexican food to be similar:
" ... Food is a big part of
a vacation ... people know here only
paella ... Spanish food here is pretty
bad ... there are thousands of Italian
restaurants but only two or so
Spanish ... "
Accommodation Facilities:
The consensus was that in Spain, like in any other destination,
"you get what you pay for."
Some participants stayed in top hotels like Hilton, but others
stayed in medium and low price hotels like pensions. They were
surprised to find these facilities to be clean and comfortable.
One participant said that he enjoyed the Spanish version of "bed
& Breakfast" - the "Casas Particulares."
Some thought that the accommodation facilities in Cordoba and
Granada were "no good" while the hotels in the Costa del Sol were
good.
Some suggested that the Spanish government should adopt the hotel
rating system "like in France." One participant recalled that he
saw ratings of stars in Spanish hotels mainly in big cities.
Spain was not perceived to be a cheap destination as far as
accommodation was concerned.
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The Large Metropolitans: Madrid and Barcelona:
One participant said that she was disappointed with Madrid: " ... I
didn't like Madrid ... a big dirty metropolis ... they party too
much ... I didn't feel much culture ... "
Some added that they felt more charm in "smaller places" like
Menorca compared to "Madrid and Barcelona were a bit cold ... "
"Spanish Disorganization":
Some participants perceived Spain to be a "disorganized
country .. more than other European countries ... "
One participant complained that he had never received information
from the Spanish Government Tourist office:
" ... I wrote to the Spanish Government
Tourist office ... it took them almost two
months to send the information ... the
information they sent was
worthless ... other countries are doing a
better job ... "
Length of Time to be spent in Spain:
The majority of the participants realized that "there is an
awful lot to see in Spain" and the length of stay may depend on
"how well you want to get to know the country." The participants
suggested that an optimal visit to Spain should last between two
to three weeks.
Some even mentioned that a trip to Spain may
last a month.
Some suggested to spend a day or two in Madrid and
three to five days in Barcelona.
A short trip to Spain was never perceived as a "waste." However,
some said " ... I wouldn't go for two days ... it's a tease ... " Some
mentioned that a trip to Spain may be competing with a trip to
Tokyo.
They also added that " ... A five-day vacation person is
usually attracted to beaches ... "
Value for Tourist's Money:
Although many participants agreed that "there are many tourist
traps everywhere ," Spain was perceived as a good value for
money.
Some participants thought that Madrid and Barcelona were
more expensive than San Francisco, especially restaurants.
The price of gasoline was reported to be three times as much as
in the U.S.
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Politics:
The participants mentioned "Franco ... Hemingway novels of the
Civil war ... " One added: 11 • • • I liked it when Franco was
there ... you felt very safe ... " Others said that the news media
does injustice to many potential tourist destinations.
Shopping:
Many participants said that there weren't many crafts that one
can bring from Spain.
Some participants complained that many shops do not take U.S.
dollars like other European countries: " ... many Americans may not
have pesetas ... "
Weather:
one group mentioned that Spain would not be appealing to
Californians because of the hot weather:
" ... Californians wouldn't go there
because of the weather ... San Francisco
residents are used to cool weather ... we
are acclimatized here ... maybe they'll go
skiing in Spain ... "
Another participant added:
" ... you have to pick up a season ... Spring
or Fall when children are back to
school ... in the summer it was 106 degrees
in Madrid ... "

Safety:
I general, the participants agreed that one should be cautious
wherever one goes: " ... we were warned to be careful
in Europe ... " Some participants perceived Spain to be a safe
destination as far as petty crime: " ... If you want problems you
can always find them ... "
Others disagreed and said: 11 • • • I wouldn't go again to
Seville ... somebody stole my wallet there ... " or " ... I traveled
around the country ... my perception was that it was riskier than
Sweden ... "
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Traveling to Spain from San Francisco:
To many participants the distance between San Francisco and Spain
was a not a barrier to travel: " ... distance doesn't matter
anymore ... it's a plane ride ... " Some, however realized that its
"further than from the East Coast" and that "the average person
who has two vacation weeks looses two days by traveling to
Spain ... "
The majority of the participants preferred to go to Spain through
Los Angeles rather than New York (" ... JFK is a wild
place ... traffic, bad weather, customs are not the best ... you
loose connecting flights ... ")
One business traveler suggested a
connection through Dallas with American Airlines.
They all agreed that a direct flight would be a drawing point.
Some mentioned that the trip to Spain may be combined with a
direct flight to London, and then a connection to Madrid.
The respondents perceived the trip from San Francisco to Spain to
last about thirteen hours plus "loosing nine hours due to time
change."
Comparison of Spain to Mexico:
Some participants believed that many residents of the U.S.
perceive Spain to be similar to Mexico. They also said that some
Americans may perceive Spain to be in Central America.
They stressed that advertising campaigns should emphasize the
difference between the two countries: " ... Mexico has a negative
connotation about tourists being robbed ... " One participants
suggested to create a similar Spanish institution like the
Alliance Francais.
Combination of travel to Spain with other Countries:
Spain was not perceived as "a destination by itself." One woman
explained: " ... people were surprised that I told them that I was
going to Spain for three weeks ... they asked me: and what other
country? ... "
Another participant added:
" ... People usually land in London or
Amsterdam ... You don't hear about Spain as
you hear about London ... it's off the
beaten trail of the typical college
graduate trip to Europe ... "
Some suggested to include Italy when planning a trip to Spain.
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BARRIERS TO TRAVEL TO SPAIN:
1. Perception of hot weather.
earlier) .

(please refer to comments made

2. Spain is not perceived a popular destination: " ... it's like
Albania ... maybe not that extreme ... " Some mentioned that Spain
may be perceived as a "secondary destination:"
" ... I would definitely hit Paris or
London first ... When people talk about
Europe they don't talk about Spain ... It's
not a hot spot ... people are looking for
glitz ... it isn't in Spain ... "
Another woman added:
" ... there is no romanticism there ... I
never read stories about Spain ... there
isn't any poetry or folklore that I heard
of ... England has Shakespeare ... Romeo and
Juliet took place in Italy ... "
3. Insufficient promotion/advertising: " ... they don't show
pictures in their advertising ... if you show some pictures - it
will be okay ... "
One participant shared his experience:
" ... we wanted to rent a castle in Spain
for a month ... we don't know where to get
it ... we arranged the same thing in
France.
It was very easy ... "
4. Language barriers: " ... Some Americans may think that Spaniards
don't speak English ... " However, some perceived that " ... Spanish
people speak English ... there are many English tourists ... " and
added: " ... the Spanish language is so familiar to North
Americans ... "
5. Spain is perceived as the "poor man of Europe." Consequently,
travel to Spain is perceived to include another country.
6. Similarity to California: this issue can motivate as well as
hinder potential travelers to Spain: " ... nobody wants to go 6000
miles to be at home ... "
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7. The upcoming Olympic games: Recent visitors to Barcelona said
that the city is "full of construction ... full of scaffoldings ... "
Some however mentioned that the Olympic games will exhibit the
indigenous Spanish culture: 91 • • • the stadium is built with Spanish
tiles ... its Spanish ... it's a nice thing to do ... "

a. Difficulties to Make Hotel Reservations
Some mentioned that it was impossible to make reservations in
smaller hotels or pensions that they wanted to stay in:
" ... Reservations could only be made in big hotels ... even travel
agents couldn't send a telex like to other Europeans
countries ... "
9. Perception of Petty Crime: Some participants said that there
might be a perception that there is "a lot of pick pocketing" in
Spain.
Some mentioned that "people had lost their passports."
10. Prices: Some experienced travelers who recently returned from
Spain realized the increasing prices.
11. The affiliation to Mexico: 11 • • • in California, people that
have been to Mexico would say: we have already been to a Spanish
speaking country ... " and therefore wouldn't be motivated to go.
12. Lack of heritage linkage: Unlike many other countries, there
aren't many descendants from Spain:
" ... There aren't many Spanish descendants
in this country like we have from other
European countries ... people go to see
their roots in England, Germany ... "
EXPOSURE TO INFORMATION ABOUT SPAIN:
Most of the respondents were exposed to "very little" advertising
or promotion about Spain. Some mentioned a few articles in
Condest Travel (an article about Barcelona), and an "uninteresting
ad with a cathedral" in Gourmet Magazine
They all agreed that Spanish publicity should be increased.
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SUGGESTIONS FOR IMPROVING SPAIN'S PROMOTION IN THE SAN FRANCISCO
AREA:

Identification of Promotional themes:
The following themes were suggested: Spanish people, food,
carnivals, dancing, weather, beaches, color, bulls running in
Pamplona and the Prado Museum.
Both groups mentioned the TV ad of Jamaica "come back to Jamaica"
to be an excellent example of an ad that visually illustrates
the " ... warmth, friendliness and colors of a country ... " They
suggested to emphasize a comfortable climate especially for
senior citizens.
Some suggested different campaigns for different segments,
especially in terms of age groups.
Others suggested to stress Spain's location in the promotional
campaigns (" ... some people have misperception that Spain is not
in Europe ... that it is a bit backward ... ")
Some suggested not to include bull fights in the ad campaigns:
" ... we in San Francisco are too liberal ... " or " ... Spain hangs on
to bull fighting ... we've heard about it ... this macho image is
passe ... "
Some also suggested to stress the fact that Spain is not like
Mexico.
Public Relations:
1. Open a Spanish Government Tourist Office in San Francisco
"like the French government did ... they provide travel brochures,
maps ... tell people that the Office is here in San Francisco ... "
Advertising:
1. Newspapers/Magazines:
Sunday Travel section in local newspapers is a favorite reading
section.
Some recommended to have short articles and stressed
" ... write about the place ... " The participants suggested
specific names of local newspapers, mainly the Chronicle or
Mercury News of San Jose (" ... everybody that travels reads their
travel section ... ")
Other participants suggested to publish ads in travel magazines.
The ads should include paintings of famous Spanish painters like
Miro.
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Please note that some participants thought that Spain was
advertised more aggressively in the East Coast: " ... the East Coast
pushes it more ... ! saw ads in the New York Times ... "
2. TV advertising:
1. Show motion pictures in advertising.
Some mentioned the good
impact of Jamaica and Alberta campaigns.
2. Documentary programs like Robin Leech's "Lifestyles of the
Rich and Famous" or Discovery Channel's documentaries.
3. Promote Spain on TV evening shows.
Some suggested film "PM
Magazine" or "Hour Magazine" in Spain.
3. Other:
1. Show films and have speakers about Spain to various segments
of the market.
Some mentioned that there are travel societies or
organizations where members show films and share their travel
experiences.
2. Promote Spain in San Francisco's Mission area.
This Hispanic
neighborhood could host a cultural center that would provide
information and promote Spain.
3. Offer cheaper and direct flights from San Francisco to Spain.
4. Suggested advertising slogans:
"The rain in Spain? - see for yourself"
"The other Europe"
"The forgotten/rediscovered part of Europe"
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WHY RESIDENTS OF THE SAN FRANCISCO AREA ARE MORE MOTIVATED TO GO
TO SPAIN?

The participants were informed with findings of previous studies
that indicated that residents of the San Francisco Bay area
exhibited a high likelihood to go to Spain.
The participants probed to evaluate this findings.
reasoning are summarized below:

Some of their

1. San Francisco residents are more relaxed and therefore they
tend to visit countries like Spain that are perceived to be
relaxing.
2. San Francisco residents are "more adventurous," "open minded,"
and "cultural:"
" ... we are adventurous people ... no one in
this group is probably a native of
California ... we came to live here because
this area is diverse and
cosmopolitan ... there are many
universities around and people here are
interested in culture ... "
One added that San Francisco population is highly educated:
" ... People here have higher
education ... San Francisco population is
the most educated in the u.s ... People
here are more open to
diversity ... adventures ... "
3. San Francisco area residents are "more affluent than other
areas."
4. Geographical location of San Francisco:

" ... we are on the west coast ... it's
difficult to get anywhere by car besides
California and the Pacific Northwest ... if
you're on an airplane - you might as
well keep on going beyond New York ... "
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s. Geographical common denominator:
" ... California and Spain have a lot in
common geographically ... we have skiing
forests, beaches ... and so does Spain ... but
not many people are aware of it ... "

6. sunshine and beaches: " ... we still need the sun here ... "
RESIDENTS OF THE SAN FRANCISCO AREA THAT ARE MORE LIKELY TO GO TO
SPAIN:
1. Senior citizens
2. Young people who are interested in a budget destination.
3. Newly-weds
4. Budget travelers who are interested in package deals.
5. Experienced travelers to Europe.
6. People with Spanish heritage: " ... I want to go to Ireland
because my grandfather was from there ... "
7. People who have more time to travel.
8. Students who took Spanish in high school.
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PERCEPTIONS OF
SAN FRANCISCO RESIDENTS
WHO HAD NEVER VISITED SPAIN

PURPOSE:
The purpose of the focus group sessions was to identify prevalent
perceptions of San Francisco residents who traveled extensively
to foreign destinations but had never visited Spain.
In
particular, the discussions focused on the image of Spain as a
vacation destination, motivation to travel to Spain, and exposure
to Spanish promotional campaigns in the San Francisco area.
The methodology used was to start each discussion by introducing
broad issues of vacation travel, traveling to foreign
destinations, and incrementally narrow down to a full discussion
of Spain as a vacation destination.

GROUPS' CHARACTERISTICS:
Two focus groups were held in San Francisco, California on
January 10 and 11, 1990.
Each of the groups consisted of 10-12 participants representing
different age groups and an array of ethnic, educational,
occupational, and economic backgrounds. The groups also
consisted of nearly equal representation of males and females.
All focus group members had visited a large number of foreign
destinations in the past five years but had never visited Spain.

PERCEPTION OF TRAVEL:
The participants were asked to report "what comes first to their
mind when they think about traveling on vacation." The
respondents raised the issues of:

1. Relaxation: " ... change of environment ... change of pace ... "
2. A new and different experience: " ... some place new ... a
different culture ... exotic place ... exploring the way other people
live ... "
3. Weather: "warm weather ... anywhere with a beach ... scuba ... "
4. Price: " ... affordable ... "

s. Comfort.
6. Shopping.
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RECOLLECTIONS FROM TRAVELING OVERSEAS:
Most respondents had an extensive travel experience to countries
around the world including Western and Eastern Europe, the
Middle East, Africa, Asia, the Caribbean Islands, Canada and
Mexico.

communication (verbal and cultural) was a major issue of
consideration: " ... My first time in Japan ... I was totally
lost ... " " ... In Tunisia and Algeria the dress code was a
problem ... "
Some participants recalled themselves "getting lost" (" ... In
Switzerland I always got lost driving ... I always got the wrong
turns ... " Some participants acknowledged the assistance of local
people: " ... in Japan people were very helpful ... everybody was
treating me as a member of their family ... " Some mentioned that
in some countries they felt insecure (China) and " ... wanted to
get out ... " or " ... in Bogota I was insecure ... ! was followed by
the locals ... "
Others mentioned that "getting lost" is part of the experience:
" ... Getting lost is half the fun ... I don't care if I get lost ... "
Some mentioned that when traveling abroad they preferred to
" ... see as much as possible ... I can relax at home ... "
THE DECISION MAKING PROCESS FOR CHOOSING A PARTICULAR DESTINATION:
It appeared that members of the household, in particular the
spouse, had a major impact on the decision process of where to
go.
Consequently, the destination choice was an outcome of:

1. Partner/spouse needs: " ... my partner doesn't like to
travel ... he likes going on a ship ... he hates packing and
unpacking ... " One woman mentioned that since her spouse doesn't
like to go on vacation, she takes " ... half of her vacation on her
own ... "
Others added: 11 • • • my wife is a Swede and every year we go to
Sweden ... we also choose another European country to visit ... " or
" ... our family commitments take us to the East Coast ... "
One participant mentioned: " ... my wife and I have an
agreement ... no more than two countries in one trip ... "
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2. Other family obligations:
" ... before we had a kid we went to
Europe ... now we go to Lake Tahoe ... " Some participants perceived
their family commitments overseas to be a strength for travel
motivation: " ... we are lucky to have family in different parts
of the world ... "
Other destination choices were relevant to:
3. Business travel:
me ... "

(" ... depends where my business trip takes

4. Intrinsic motivation: One participant said: " ... I go on vacation
to ... depending on my mood ... " Another participant said: "I have a
hit list of where I'd like to go ... "

s. Budget: Some participants mentioned that they liked to visit
countries that were perceived "economically worth visiting" like
" ... Portugal and Yugoslavia ... whereas Switzerland is
expensive ... " Europe, in general, was perceived a "good buy":
" ... For $200 extra (add-on fare from New York) you could fly from
the West Coast to Europe ... " One participant concluded: " ... I
use advertised specials to decide where to go ... "
6. Availability of Information: This appeared to be quite
important when deciding where to go: " ... I read Scuba magazines
and Island magazines and I decide where to go Scuba diving ... "
Another participant mentioned that he does a lot of research in
embassies ahead of time.
7. Availability of time: This was another important factor
(" ... if you have time - go to the South Pacific or South
America ... ")
PACKAGED TOURS VS. INDIVIDUAL ITINERARY:
The issue of going overseas with tours or individually was raised
at a certain point of the discussion.
The majority of the well-experienced travelers did not favor
package tours. Most participants perceived package tours to be
"rigid" or "confining."
Package tours were also perceived as a barrier to meeting the
local population (" ... if you go with a tour you don't tend to
immerse with the locals ... ")
Some participants preferred the
freedom of an individual tour: 11 • • • I think it's fun to be by
yourself ... It's fun getting lost ... natives help you out ... "
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The decision whether or not to take a package tour was also
contingent upon the traveling party:
" ... depends who I travel with ... If I go
with my husband and children I wouldn't
take a tour ... If I go only with my
husband I'll take a tour ... "
Some suggested that escorted tours could be taken at the
destination as a "side trip" to familiarize travelers with the
destination: 11 • • • I combine the ideas and go to some places and
then go on a tour ... " or 11 • • • if I've never been to a city I
always take a half day city tour ... "
Some, however, stressed the strengths of package tours especially
to certain destinations: 11 • • • I went to China last year ... I
wouldn't attempt going there without a package tour ... " Some
perceived package tours to be beneficial in destinations where
the language was a problem: 11 • • • I went to China ... first time by a
tour ... second time by myself ... " or 11 • • • in England I wouldn't
take a tour ... in a country that I don't know the language - I'd
take a tour ... "
Others acknowledged the convenience of unescorted package tours:
" ... In some package tours you can't see
the people (who are on the same tour with
you) ... they are doing different things
and we do what we want ... "
Some perceived package tours to be more economical than
individual travel arrangements.
Package tours were also perceived to be a good traveling
arrangement for older people:
" ... when you get older you have some
advantages (in taking package
tours) ... luggage is taken care of ... there
are no porters in Europe ... "
Some acknowledged exclusive package tours that are individually
tailored by " ... small companies for a small group of people ... "
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IMAGE OF SPAIN AS A VACATION DESTINATION:
The first few themes that Spain was associated with were culture,
history, and variety. Spain was also perceived to have a
friendly population.
Many participants were not knowledgeable about Spain: (" ... no
travel agent has ever suggested it to me ... ") but in general it
was perceived as a big country (" ... larger than California ... You
can't go from north to south in one day ... ")
Participants in one group perceived Spain like California:
" ... Lots to offer ... lots of diversity ... "
One participant said that " ... there is something in Madrid and
something in Barcelona but nothing in between ... "
Attractions:
Spain was not recognized with many specific attractions. After
probing some mentioned the Prado museum ( 11 • • • a famous art
gallery ... "), Seville, Torremolinos (" ... it's very commercial
like Miami Beach ... "), Toledo, the Olympic Games, bull fights,
the Pyrenees Mountains, and the beaches. Churches, original wall
castles, and the Moorish influence were also mentioned.
Some participants emphasized the musical image of Spain as an
attractive tourist resource: " ... folk music ... castanets,
Flamenco, dancing, discos ... "
Others perceived Spain as an "exotic and adventurous
destination": 11 • • • A lot of exciting things ... bulls running in the
streets ... " Some, however, perceived Spain as a "laid-back
destination.
One participant compared Madrid with Rome, but was not sure
whether the two were similar. Others said that they had some
difficulties in pointing out where to go in Spain? (" ... it's
difficult to pick a city ... Madrid or Barcelona? ... ")
Local People and customs:
The Spanish people were perceived to be "sophisticated" and
"dignified" with a nice life style. The Spanish people were also
perceived "warm and friendly": (" ... everybody that I spoke with
who had been there said so ... ") and also " ... nice to
Americans ... "
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Some participants were interested to "taste everyday's life" and
to see if "it is like here." Some participants were interested
to find out whether "U.S. Spanish style-houses" are similar to
Spanish.
Spain was not perceived a poor country (" ... I don't perceive a
lot of poverty there ... or rundown cities like in England ... ")
Transportation:
Some thought that the best way to travel within Spain would be by
train.
Others said that it would be necessary to take buses to
reach some attractions (Granada). The train reliability issue
was raised by one group.
Some thought it would be very
unreliable while others said that " ... it's like in other European
countries ... it's reliable ... "
Some participants said that they would rent a car. None of the
participants mentioned air travel as an optional mode of
domestic transportation.
Language:
The language was not perceived as a major problem: " ... some
always speak English ... You will always be OK to read the menu .... "
Some mentioned that they were exposed to the Hispanic culture in
the San Francisco Bay area and consequently knew a few words in
Spanish.
Food and Beverage:
The participants were very familiar with authentic Spanish food.
Some even mentioned tapas and Paella. They explained:
11 • • • In the Bay area we are exposed to
ethnic food more than in any other
place ... If it's a good Spanish restaurant
you can compare it to the food in
Spain ... "

The Spanish food was perceived to be "very continental." Some
distinguished between various Spanish cuisines (Basque,
Castille). Other thought that Spanish food is similar to the
Californian cuisine (" ... fresh ingredients ... fresh seafood ... ")
The participants agreed that Spanish food is different from
Mexican food: 11 • • • Not like Mexican food ... the spices are
different ... a lot of grilled foods ... "
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The respondents recognized that: " ... meals are an event in
Spain ... " and that dinner is served late.
One participant mentioned the Spanish wines: " ... they have good
wine regions I'd like to do some tasting ... "
Accommodation Facilities:
The accommodation facilities were perceived to be "OK" in big
cities (" ... you can always find a comfortable place ... "
Some people mentioned friends and relatives who had visited Spain
and stayed in "pensions" or "castles" that they had booked ahead
of time (" ... I'd be curious to try them to get a flavor of the
country ... ").
It is possible that some participants may have
referred to the Paradores.
The European tourists:
One group mentioned that Spain is the " ... playground for Northern
European tourists ... " and consequently " ... there are a lot of
facilities with a variety of prices ... "
Spain was perceived to be providing a similar function for
Northern Europeans as Florida provides for residents of the
northern parts of the U.S.
Length of Time to be spent in Spain:
In general, Spain was perceived as a destination where " ... a good
month is needed to explore ... " or " ... I would like to spend there
at least three weeks ... "
Some participants did not have enough knowledge about Spain to
determine how long they would like to spend there (" ... I don't
know how long it takes to go from one point to another ... ")
One participant said: " ... I would get greedy ... I would like to do
it all. .. I need to do some preparation before going there ... "
Value for Money:
Spain was perceived to be a budget destination with a "good
value for money." Some participants said that there might be a
limitation to this situation: " ... as soon as a place becomes
popular it becomes expensive ... "
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Some perceived Spain to offer inexpensive food services because
of " ... tropical agriculture that is locally grown .. "
Others mentioned that economical accommodations can be found
anywhere, in particular in Spain:
" ... we found excellent Bed &
Breakfast places in Germany for $40 ... If I found them in Germany
I could find it in Spain ... "
One participant estimated prices in Spain to be comparable to
prices in Italy.
Shopping:
Shopping was recognized as an important vacation activity.
Some
participants said that they liked to compare prices of everyday
commodities with U.S. prices and buy things that were more
expensive in the U.S. " ... In France you get Baccarat crystal
at a significant savings ... "
However, others mentioned that there weren't any well known
Spanish products that were worth bringing back with the exception
of porcelain figurines and ceramic tiles.
The participants perceived Spain to have "large flea markets."
Jewelry, leather goods, lace, and clothing shops were also
mentioned (" ... many fashions come from Spain ... ")
Weather:
The majority of the participants were certain about the weather
in Spain.
Some had a perception of a hot destination. Other
perceived the weather in Spain to be similar to the weather in
California (" ... depends where you go ... ")
One participants mentioned that " ... a lot of people don't know
that they have a winter. ~ .friends showed me pictures with
snow ... "
Safety:
Some mentioned a concern about the "Basque separatists." (" ... I'd
like to know more about this ethnic group ... ")
In one group the participants perceived Spain to have
stable government and an expanding economy ... "
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Spain was perceived by some participants as an unsafe destination
as far as petty crime was concerned: " ... I talked to people who went
there ... they told me that wallets are always stolen, especially
in Madrid ... " One participant concluded:
" ... I don't perceive it more dangerous
than any other northern European
country in terms of terrorism ... just
street crime ... "
One group raised the issue of Gypsies in Spain. Others mentioned
that there were gypsies in San Francisco as well.
Most participants were not concerned with safety in Spain
but rather the safety of the journey to Spain: " ... targeting
U.S. carriers in Europe ... " Some commented that " ... If it
wouldn't be safe - they wouldn't fly there ... " The possibility
that Spain may be a potential terrorist target during the Olympic
Games was also raised.
Traveling to Spain from San Francisco:
The majority of the participants were familiar with Iberia
Airlines.
They were also aware that Iberia does not fly directly
to Spain from San Francisco but rather than Los Angeles.
Some said that they preferred to avoid New York's "cultural shock"
and to change planes in Los Angeles. An almost consensus was
reached with regard to a connecting service through Los Angeles
rather than New York:
" ... there are dozens of flights from here
to Los Angeles ... when you go through New
York you have to worry about your flight
from San Francisco to New York ... You may
miss your flight to Spain ... "
However, some prospective travelers preferred to have a lay over
in New York to break the trip (" ... I prefer a four-hour lay
over ... I can't fly fifteen hours direct ... ")
Others thought that
it would be more economical to go through New York since
" ... there are more flights from the East Coast ... "
Obviously, most of the participants preferred a direct flight from
San Francisco rather than making connections at other airports.
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The length of journey to Spain was not perceived as a major
obstacle: " ... Today more people are willing to spend ten hours on
an airplane ... " or " ... we are loosing a day anyhow ... " However,
some young participants said that traveling with kids on a long
journey "is not fun."
The length of stay at the destination was correlated with the
length of the flight: 11 • • • If you can't stay long ... It's not worth
going ... "
Comparison of Spain to Mexico:
A few participants related Spain to Mexico. Many, however,
disagreed with this statement and said: " ... It's not fair ... Spain
is more sophisticated ... ! would compare it to the upper class of
any other Latin American country ... "
Some participants said that while they may not perceive Spain to
be similar to Mexico - " ... many people in this country do ... and
Mexico does not have a good perception ... Mexico has a lot of
poverty ... "
Combination of travel to Spain with other Countries:
Some participants mentioned that they would like to go to other
countries when planning a trip to Spain. Portugal and/or Morocco
were perceived as an ideal combination.
Others mentioned that they would like to combine their first trip
to Spain with other countries, but not necessarily the subsequent
trips.
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BARRIERS TO TRAVEL TO SPAIN:
Spain was perceived as a "secondary destination": 11 • • • I know many
people who have been to Spain ... Spain is secondary ... " or
" ... Madrid and Barcelona are not perceived as top cities ... "
Some mentioned lack of publicity as a hinder: " ... they don't
advertise enough ... they don't publicize ... " or " ... there are no
advertised specials like there are to Paris and London ... "
The lack of "education" about Spain was described by one
participant:
• • • It
(Spain) doesn't pop up in people's
head ... last time I studied about Spain I
was in a geography class ... ! studied
about Columbus ... People don't get
information about Spain ... "
11

Spain is not perceived as a "unique" destination:
" ... there is a large Spanish speaking
population here ... it doesn't seem
different to go there ... people here are
familiar with the Spanish environment ... "
One participant added: " ... Spain is not unique to pull you
like Egypt ... " One woman also added that many businessmen from
the San Francisco area go to Europe and their wives join them
(" ... they (the wives) like to go with them to shop ... ! never
heard of a Spanish designer ... ")
Some mentioned that in Spain there is 11 • • • no universal attraction
like the Big Ben or the Eiffel Tower ••. "
Some said that Spain is not perceived as a "comfortable
destination" with nice hotels, air conditioning etc.
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THE ROLE OF TRAVEL AGENTS:
The Participants perceived the role of travel agents to be quite
important in promoting a particular destination.
They suggested
that travel agents should conduct informational evenings about
Spain where they will show movies and share their experience
there.
Some suggested that travel agents should be trained to recommend
Spain as a vacation destination " ... no travel agent has ever
suggested it to me ... " Others mentioned:
" ... travel agents here are not
qualified ... they are not trained ... you
have different travel agents in
Europe ... here they are trained to sell
packages ... "
Others suggested that travel agents should inform clients
about Spain through direct mailing.
Some mentioned local travel clubs where individuals show
slides/films about trips to various destinations.

EXPOSURE TO INFORMATION ABOUT SPAIN:
The majority of the participants were not exposed to any
advertising besides a few odd articles in the local
newspapers' Sunday Travel section.
Some mentioned that they were exposed to general information
about Spain in some magazines (advertising section in Time
magazine). Others mentioned that " ... they are pushing the
Spanish wines here ... "
One participant recalled airline advertising, mainly TWA and Pan
Am, who offered frequently reduced fares to Europe. Madrid was
recalled as one of the destinations.
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SUGGESTIONS FOR IMPROVING SPAIN'S PROMOTION IN THE SAN FRANCISCO
AREA:
Identification of Promotional themes:
1. Participants reached a consensus about the need for developing
a promotional theme, personality, or a symbol. Many referred to
the recent Australian promotional blitz where Tom Hogan or the
Koala bear of Qantas Airlines.
Some participants suggested the Matador as a symbol. Others
rejected the idea since it might concern animal rights activists.
Flamenco dances, museums, artists (Picasso, Goya), Spanish wines,
friendly people and the beaches were alternatives.
2. If Spain is an economical destination - stress it in
promotional campaigns.
3. Emphasize the beauty and diversity of Spain. " ... People move
to California because of the variety of activities found here
(beaches, ski etc.) This may attract people to Spain too.
Some
mentioned the successful ads produced by the Australian
government emphasizing a variety of activities there.
4. Show flowers which may be affiliated with a warm weather.
5. Some participants suggested to emphasize people and scenes.
For example, produce a TV ad showing Spanish people inviting
tourists to have some wine during their siesta time.
6. Emphasize some cruises (if available) to the Spanish Islands.
Also, stress water sports and wind surfing.
7. Association to the European tourists:
If Spain is good enough
for the European tourists, it may be good enough for Americans
tourists too.
8. "The forgotten part of Europe."
9. New-Old theme: emphasize healthy economy, hi-tech society
coupled with history.
Public Relations:
1. Department store promotional week(s): "Spanish Week" where
Spanish products will be featured, including the tourist product.
2. Contests where free trips to Spain could be won.
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3. If Spain has a "national day" or an "independence day," local
Spanish restaurants could promote the event. The participants
recalled a successful campaign by French restaurants during
Bastile Day.
4. Produce a film in Spain (" ... like a James Bond
movie ... something similar to Crocodile Dundee ... ")
Others suggested to include Spanish films during the San
Francisco Foreign Film Festival (" ... Carmen was wonderful ... ")
5. Send/lend VHS tapes upon request from prospective tourists.
6. Renowned spokesman for Spain (" ... like Tom Hogan for
Australia ... Julio Iglesias for Spain? ... ")
7. Ticketed events: Flamenco dance performances, Spanish
festivals etc.
Advertising:
1. Newspapers/Magazines:
Articles in the Travel section of the Sunday newspaper.
2. TV advertising:
Include Spain more extensively in current documentary programs
like "Lifestyles of the Rich and Famous" (" ... they don't show
Spain as much as France and Italy ... ")
Record major network programs in Spain (" ... like Good Morning
America was recorded in the Caribbean for a week ... ")
3. Other:
1. Promote Spain through redemption of frequent flyer bonuses.
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SAN FRANCISCO AREA RESIDENTS WHO ARE MORE LIKELY TO GO TO SPAIN:
1. Experienced travelers: " ... people who had traveled
around ... people who had skipped through Spain ... "
2. People who are interested in a budget destination: (" ... Spain
is perceived affordable ... " " ... offer rebate on airfares to
Madrid ... ")
3. Youth and college students (a budget destination, beaches.)
(" ... when I was in college we could go to Madrid to teach
English ... ")
4. People who study Spanish.
5. Newly weds: " ... Spain is perceived a romantic destination ... "
6. Families: However, some mentioned that they don't know
whether Spain is a good place to take children.
7. Local Hispanic population.
8. Retired people (" ... they have more time and bucks on their
hands ... ")
9. Business community (" ... Spain is a cheap place to set up a
factory ... ")
10. For people who are interested in the "in" spots - identify
one or two in Spain and promote it.
11. Direct targeting to specific groups (e.g skiers, scuba
divers, people who are interested in art etc.).
12. Singles (" ... they have the beaches ... the night life ... ")
MOTIVATION TO TRAVEL TO SPAIN:
In general, the respondents were vague about Spain as a vacation
destination (" ... I don't know a lot about it ... I need to do
more research ... ")
Those who were interested in going to Spain, perceived it to be a
country with diverse experiences at a reasonable cost.
The travel to Spain was contingent upon visitation to other
European countries.
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